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Pre-Reg.
To Begin
Feb. 28
By Mark Weintz
Spring
quarter
pre-registration for FTU
students will be held Wednesday
through next Friday.
All currently enrolled FTU
students are required to advance
register and only new students
w i 11 register at regular
registration, which will begin
March 20.
A major addition this quarter
will be the implementation of
new equipment.
Ed Knight, univ ersity
registrar, said, " There will be
four input devices, instead of
two , at spring quar t er
registration. When a student has
his schedule checked, there
should be no line at the input
devic e s. "
Knight said
appointment rate will be the
sam~about six a minute per
machine.
A different computer will
also be utilized at the upcoming
r egistration. Bill D. Morris,
director of computer services,
said FTU and the University of
South Florida formed a regional
data center a couple of months
ago to take care of all computer
needs.
Morris said the experience
with the new computer
operation has been very good.
"We have actually tested the
registration process.' We have had
people in the computer center in
Tampa load programs and run
test registrations. We have not
encountered hitch one," he
commented.
Both Knight anct Morris were
optimistic about the new
. ~glstration process. . Morris djd
point out, however, that the new
system is a mechanical device
and for that reason is vulnerable
to malfunction.
Advance, regular, late
registration and add/drop will be
(Co_ntinued on Page 11)

~TU

Semester
Adoption
'Possible'
By Mark Weintz
The modified semester
system may be implemented at
FTU despite its rejection last
week by the Faculty Senate and
a large majority of students who
voted on the special Student
Government referendum.
Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice
president for academic affairs,
said the final decision regarding
the calendar state universities
will follow rests with the Florida
Legislature.
Gambrell pointed out that
the intent of the semester
system. resolution was not
simply to change the academic
calendar but to achieve
uniformity among the state
institutions of higher learning.
He added the quarter calendar
does not accommodate the
education needs of public school
teachers in the summer.
~~0w~~do~A ~~o~~~~~~~~Eo~~~~~~
Twenty-four of the 28 junior
Wednesday's Dunking Contest collapses into the going to buy an ice.machine for the dorms. (Photos
colleges in the state are on a
watery depths of the dunk tank, a victim of by ~e te Wilcox and Ed Reed)
modified semester system,
Gambrel said, adding this makes
it difficult for junior college
students to transfer to a state
university. He noted 54 per centof FTU's enrollment comes from ~ r.
junior colleges.
·'
For these reasons, Gambrell
indicated the legislature may
change Florida Statute 240
By David Foster
wh ich re q uires the Stat~
University System to operate on
administration, to ascertain the
A market survey is due to be
to have a follow-up study on th·e
a quarter calendar of 11 or 12
marketing potential for the sale
students that respond to the
launched early next week as part
weeks. According to Gambrell,
of beer. A study of the
of the FTU special bee1
survey. Appro x imately 50
FTU is presently violating that
of
beer
fraternities'
consumption
committee's program to
students will be asked to carry
statute because the university
has also been initiated.
determine the feasibility of
around a diary to record how
operates on a modified quarter
McAleer said, "We're trying
selling beer on campus.
much beer they · consume
plan with 10-week quarters.
to get as many estimates of the
The survey is being mailed
weekly. McAleer said the
The modified semester plan,
market potential as possible, but
out to about 600 randomly
purpose of the follow-up would
which consists of two 16-week
the key to the whole thing is the
selected students and faculty
be to cross check and qu<!lify the
semesters and two 6-week
survey itself."
members, and will take about 10
results of the entire survey.
rninimesters, is not the only
M cAleer said it is very
minutes to complete. The survey
McAleer added responses
solution to the problem of
is part of a· study by a
important that- students give
from students would be kept
comformity, according to
honest l'esponses to the
subcommittee headed by Dr.
confidential and would only b~
Gambrell. He said another would
Gordon McAleer, assistant
questionnaire; otherwise, the
seen by the four members of the
be for junior colleges to change
professor in business
study would be hampered and
subcommittee.
I
(Co_ntinued on Page 10)
the results possibly disastrous.

C·o lllniittee On Beer
To· Launch SUrVey

Debaters
Sweep Contest
~Y

Jose Rodriquez

The FTU debate squad again
swamped its competition and
walked off with top honors at
last weekend's forensic
tournament hosted by Florida
State University.
More than 50 teams were
present from more than 25
universities throughout
Southeastern United States.
Included were Georgia State,
Emory University, University of
North Carolina-Greensboro,
Georgia Southern, Auburn,
Stetson and the Citadel.
After six preliminary rounds
of debate in the senior division,
four teams with the best win-los.s
records were chosen to continue
into the final rounds. Three out
of the four top teams were from
FTU and, as at the recent
University of South Florida
tournament, the FTU squad had
two teams advance into the final
round of elimination.
In the competition, four of

the five top debaters selected
were from FTU. Top speaking
honors of the entire tournament
went to Jack Haight; Geoff
Ringer, Pat Jerome and David
Larkin received second, third
and fifth place honors,
respectively.
The most critical round of
debate was in the semifinals
when Haight and Jerome faced
stiff opposition from Broward
Community College. "We knew
that if we beat Broward we
would automatically win first
and second place," explained
Jeff Butler, the debate team
coach. Because of Haight and
Jerome's victory, the other FTU
teams did not have to debate, it
was explained '~There was no
one else to debate. We had
beaten every team there," Butler
said.
In the junior division, FTU
was represented by Richard
Bloomquist and Mike Swann.

The. subcommittee, consisting
of FTU students Liza . Yotmd,
Torn Garreau and Bob Hartl~p,
has been under pressure to have
the survey pilot-tested and
distributed as quickly as
possible. .McAleer said, "Several
areas which the special
committee wishes to study
depend upon the results of the
si.trvey, as we've tried as hard as
we can to get this thing out."
Students have shown strong
sentiments in favor of having
beer on campus. Recently
WFTU radio conducted a survey
to determine the prevailing
attitude of students toward the
issue. The figures were 86.5 per
cent for, 11.9 per cent against
and 1.6 per cent undecided on
the question of on-campus beer.
McAleer said in the
pilot-testing of the present
survey, more than 100 students
were quizzed on their opinions.
On the key question of whether
or not FTU should have beer on
campus, 76 per cent were in
favor, 11 per cent against and 11
per cent undecided.
The subcommittee also plans

Students Discuss
Food Complaints
By David Foster

Student dissatisfaction with·
the university food service
continued to manifest itself this
week in the form of a student
gripe session and the results·of a
WFTU radio survey. · .
Students expressed their
discontent to Au~iary Services
Director James Eller in a gripe
forum held Tuesday. Gayle Prince, chairman of the
Stud~nt
Food Investigation
Board, said the major complaints
were on the closing of the
cafeteria during weekends,
bland, untasty food, repetitious
servings and dirty silverware.
Several problems on both
sides of the issue were revealed.
According to Eller, Food
Services loses thousands of
dollars a year from students
taking silverware, plates and
trays out of the cafeteria and
never returning them. Miss
Prince said to avoid an increase
in prices and to improve the

food, s~dents are going to have
to stop stealing cafeteria wares.
A predominant theme at the
gripe session was the possibility
of a price increase at the
cafeteria. Miss Prince said, "The
committee has recommended no
in crease in cafeteria prices.
However, Eller is bound by our
recommendation."
Eller said at the gripe session,
which was sparsely attended,
"I'm not a student-·lf I don't get
student input, I don't know
what's wrong."
In a WFTU news survey that
sampled 5 per cent of the
studer..t body, students
expressed general dissatisfaction
with food services at the
university. Overall 56 per cent of
the students who filled out the
survey thought food service was
poor, and 39 per cent felt it was
satisfactory. Residents disliked
the services most, with 77 per
cent labeling it as poor.
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J'Jtllrt £ldltlr'-1•.
Emphasis On Theor:y
Endangers Education

THEORY IS seldom, if ever, a productive substitute for experience.
However, this is often a bitter pill for the research-or theory-oriented
educator to swallow, and all too many institutions, as a result, are
turning ever more frequentl y away fro m courses intended to give the
student a working background in the major of his choice.
FTU is no except ion. One case in point is the FTU communications
department, which recently announced as its goal "to give students a
comprehensive and complete background in the 'theory of
communications.' " Whether it be the theriry of how to write for a
newspaper or announce for radio or television, or whether it be the
theory of communications as a behavorial science .t heory per: se will do
nothing for the graduate who aspires to work in the real world of
communications.
.
"
THIS SAME department offers a rriaster~s program, steeped in
theory, which requires a thesis before completion of the degree.
(THESIS: A DISSERTATION EMBODYING RESULTS OF
ORIGINAL. RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION
SUBSTANTIATING A SPECIFIC VIEW.)

Research in theorf, is fine for one who wishes to be a researcher, but
what about those who want to be communicators, or teachers of
communications? What is to happen to the well-groomed theorist who
has never been taught to apply his theories? Will he have a place in the
real world?

1lftters UJn UT4t £Mtor

i

Pow· Greeting

A perf.unctory poll of the other colleges pn c.ampus shqws tha~ only
the College of. Engineering requires a thesis in its master'.s program. In
the College of Social Sciences, a thesis is required in only two instanc~s:
...communications and psychology. The newly approved political seience
master's will offer a thesis program, but it will have an optional
non-thesis, practicum-oriented program, in addition. The College of
Business, due ·mostly to reactions from employers, · revamped their
master's pro,gram, leaving out the thesis requirement and relying more
heavily on practicum type tourses.-

Called 'Insult'

Editor:
The events of the past week
have offended me to such a
degree that I felt comp~lled to
send this to you. But, before I
THIS DUAL approach. 5ee.:ns to .be the ideal situation - one. program . tell what is both.ering me I
that will allow the ·researchers to bury themselves in research, and one would like to add something
prog111m that -w111 allow the workers to bury themselves in work about" myself.
(perhap·s via advanced intern programs in conjunction with a research or
I first turned against the war ·
progress r~port). This, hypothetically, would allow ~ proper mix of in 1965 and by the end of 1966
theory and application.
I was a confirmed antiwar
advocate, so what I have to say
The trend toward theory is definitely a harmful one, one that is should not be taken from the
leaving more and more graduates sitting on the doorsteps of assumption that I am pro-war.
employment agencies, arid one that, if not stopped, might eventually
I fee) that the way the
break the back of the American educational system. The pleas of returning POWs are being 'treated
visiting graJ!uates are getting louder and more numerous daily. "Why is an insult to the intelligence of
didn't you teach us HOW to do something?" "Why didn't you give us the American public. They are
some practical background?" "Why didn't you give us more skills being welcomed home as heroes
courses?" "The theories. were fine, but all THEY want is application." when the only thing they have
"Why didn't you prepare .us?"
'
accomplished is the fact that
they were fortunate enough to
IT'S TIME for atacfemia ta wake up and come out of its cave. How. have their airplanes shot out
about a little education in- the sunshine, the sunshine of the real world from under them. But before
carefully temp·ered with ·thei>ry.
their fortunate accident, they
used these same airplanes to
Q?op
tons of bombs .not only on
.
military targets but also on
innocent civilians.
• •
I would be the first to agree
1
thatitismarvelous.thatthewar
By William Lee Hidden
is over and the POWs are
In this day and age everyone has come to realize that anything that returning, but they are NOT
is done well can be considered as an art form. There is an art of ·heroes and no stretch of the
:!ooking, an art of studying, an art of self-defense. Yet. no one has imagination could ever make
considered the subject I am about to discuss-as an art form. S1,1re, many them int.o heroes. Besides, Mr.
.
h as go tten enough
practice this on an amatell!"~ b_asis but the few who do it well haye yet N axon
to consider---THE ART OF· LUST (add fanfare here).
coverage for his farcical "Peace
Lust can be described:in tli.e.same terms as "Time" magazine ·uses to with ~o'nor,"
describe eating--evecyq~e does it but few do it well. Tpe simples~. of ·~. , · .~ ; · minds can lust. You ·can lu-st after a cinnamon roll, in all reality. ·But • SmcereJy., ·
.
evoking a· favorable emotion toward your ·lusting is when it becomes -a .· ...P~~e,. R~~rt?l~s ·: ·~:. ": ir~al art_. The person· w~o ·can g~t a cjnnamo.n r?ll to react favorab))'~·i:<? :.:-: ', ..; . · : ..L ;;.', ·- .··'..
has lustmg needs no le~ons----he needs psychaatrac care!
._..., .·.• ,:
The only thing to avoid in .the art of lusting is the "Too-Forward
.· ."" ..:.. , /,·- ~ ',. , .
Attack." This level varies accordi~g to e!!cti.r~9.ipient of the_lµstJng.
Definitely out is the "Grabbing Attack."." ThiS .seldom gets favorable
~-· .
. ,.
emotion, and more ·often may end in a $2.rt1iie. - '· · · ··
The real skill in lusting is all in the movement of the mouth and Editor:
eyes. The "Bluff ,t1},st" is. a perfect example of this. This attack is done
in two pam'7firsfan~i~)loeent look is put in the eyes, which is followed
When I first arrived at this
by moistenin{_th:~,_ µ.p~. .';11lat'Z should be followed with the "Casual or campus, I was impressed by the
Friendly Attack~~\,of;i smiling, talking on the weather or your5elf outcry of the student body over
(whichever is th~ :d~llEtiof 'th-e two), and saying hello when. you meet the deplorable lack of any
important guest speakers. I felt
your opponent. ·: : ·.: -::- .·> · - .. ·
All -this leads.~up·. to ~the· ~'~Come See My Etchings Attack." This that perhaps I was very
consists of -the prore' · ca~yanc.ed ,techniques, such as compliments ~ on fortunate in having chosen a
apparel, panting~wben-17ou . ~ajk and whispering.:sweet profanities in .the·,
~that was interested in
ear. Don't rush too rapidly int~this ·~inalst~;fi'meandpatienceaievecy'. : ~1,l!t was. ·going on in the
important in the art ofJust.
· •h " · ~ · ·:... '
.. , - · no~cademac w<'.>rld.
Like all art forms it ·take_s time, _prae.tice, skill and a lot of ham •. . -.But the event's of the past
work. FTU generally is on the same advanced level as any other college, ~o weeks have>rather soured
yet for those who have yet to acquir,e the knack of this art, I hope I that' iinpJeS$i2;P~ ., have been helpful to you. Should any schools on the art of lusting open
We ·have baa· as visitors, a
in this area, rn be sure to let you know.
congressman, a man involved

·fhis public document is
promulgated at an annual gross
cost of approximately $26,726
.to inform members of the
university community of.related
news, announcements and
activities. Less an approximate
annual revenue of $9,065, this
document is circulated for an
annual net cost to the st.ate of
approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5
cents per copy.·

with the Pentagon Papers and
four nationally known pQets.
The attendance at each of these
functions was an embarrassment
to me an I'm sure to the
university as a whole.
It would ·appear that student
interest on the campus ~xtends
only as far as the process of
opening their mouth.s and
malting a lot of noise.
Sincerely,
Isaac Bickerstaff, .Jr.

An •• ma I Lover
Mourns Deaths

Editor-In-Chief .. Sharon Marek
Editor's Assistant ... Mary Anna
·Jackson
News Ed~tor ....... Mark We!n4
Copy Editors · - · · · · · · · · .Gene
Kruckemyer, Patte Martin.
Layout Editor . Vivian Hamilton
Sports Editor .. Larry Mccorkle
Advertising Manager ..... Hariy
f\11anaging Editor, Advisor Smith
James E. Couch
Specialty Editors . Craig Poweli;
Ed Reed.
Reporters··········
Fred
Cay,
John Che.net, Harry
Chilcot, Mike Crites, David
Foster, Bill Hidden, Webe,·
Ivy, Wilma Korb, Claudia
Landfried,
Michelle
McBurney, James
Reynolds, .Pete .Reynolds, .
Sal Serriinara, Pete Spivey,
Torrey Stewart, Shelby
S t r o t h e r , Ma r k
Zimmerman.
Photographers
JerryGoshorn,
Brooks,
..
Ed. Burton, ...
George
Greg . Green, Jay Klaasen,
Robert Reidenbach, Frank ·
Sledge, Ike Spinos, Peter
Wilcox.

Editor,
I am writing this letter with
great grief. Another beautiful
animal (a large healthy German
Shepherd) was run down on our
own FTU Boulevard. It's even
sadder to know that this is one
of too many victims of people
speeding to and from campus. If
you'll recall there have been 10
dogs, several cats, oppossums,
raccoons, turtles, foxes and even
a horse murdered by careless
drivers. I mourn their deaths.
And I have yet to {orget the
deaths of two fel1ow students
who also died on this same
road...again, carele$ ~eeders.
Please put an end to these ·
senseless d eath s. Pl ease, en·a ··the
.apathy and everybody:careJ , .
A.F.

A~fv~i~~~~~~~Las~~:t~~~~~~:
Circu~ation ...•. Henry Popkin,

Sf:U'd,e'1'f:· AP,af hy
, RESIDENT ADVISORS
Hard · f()' Jake
:_.. , · ·,: t.~': •7· • . · ·: ·
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Is it progress when cannibals use a lcnif; and fork:.
'

. .

Jack Rabon, Rick Rabon.
The FuTUre is the weekly
.:·:.:·newspap.er · · pf · F1o·r.ida : ...
· i:te~de~t~9~~or _appli~tio.ns .. Technol?SJical · Universify · of :
ar.e now available uom L'ynda
Orla')do, · Fla. Th~ ·FuTUre · ·1s , ··
l..Ot~ in the housi~g <;>(flee on the
~~.bl~~~Y ar::3 5 '~r~~e~ha:J
s ~ c o n d f 1 o or o f the
edited by and for members of
Administration Building. 'lbe
the ~niversity community.
deadline for completion of
The editorial opinions
applications has been extended
expressed are th~se of the staff
to Monday.
=~~i~l~r'!c:f:~nly those of the
.TRI DELT SCHOLARSHIPS
The FuTUre reserves the right
.Appli~ations for tw? $200
~i~f~~: ~~r~.a~ :::~ ·
scholarships are now available in
must bear the full name and
the Dean of Women's office. The
address of the person or persons
deadline is March 1. The
~bmitting them. Names will be
scholarships are a service project
:i:1re~!~s ~~?i:J~u~. f'iJdr.e~
of.the Beta ~bda chapter of
o. Box 25 :000,' ~~la~do,~la:
Tra Delt.a soronty. In addition to
32816.
the _$200 scholarships a $1,000
Phone: 275-2606.
scholarship is being offered by
. Entered as third class matter
the sorority;s natiorutl office.
the Post Office at Orlando,
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$$ Aid Plentiful

ART STUDENT Bruce Furino takes a breather
from welding to survey his w~rk. Furino welded

sculpture for the recent joint art marathon with
USF. (Photo by Dave Leitner) -

Students Get Job Offers
Twenty-nine reported job
offers have resulted from 525
interviews conducted by 60 ·
companies between September 1
and mid-January, according to
Jim Gracey, director of student
placement.

Lost Money Returned
Bu ii ding services . employ es
have demonstrated twice 1h is
quarter 1hey are believers in the
adage, .. Honesty is the best
policy."
·
John West, a custodial
worker, recently found an
env~lope containing $45 in cash
and a $3 check, which he turned
in and which was subsequently
recovered by i1s owner. Another custodial worker,
John Griffin, discovered a large
canvas bag containing about
$500 in change. Upon his
submission of the bag, it also
was returned to i1s owner.
Lloyd L. Prescott, building
services superintendent,
complimented both the
· employes for their honesty.

l[!f: j I ,j .11 t•CJ f:j 1I!i=t1l
Students of Dr. M. P.
Wanielista's resource geography
class will give a presentation on
the citrus industry 1 p.m. next
Friday in VC Assembly Room
A. The presentation will include
slides and a detailed history of
the citrus industry. Everyone is
invited.

Gracey said he feels other
offers may have been mad~ but
not -reported to his office.
Consequently, he stressed the
need for students to notify the
student placement center of job
offers received through it, so
that correct analysis of statistics
may result.
Gracey indicated that 366 of
the 525 interviews were with
·business majors. Fifty interviews
were with education majors, 45
with social sciences, 39 with
engineering, 15 with natural
science, eight with humanities
and fine arts and two with
general studies majors.
Many companies granting the
interviews specified which
majors they were seeking,
although some, mostly insurance
companies, did not.
An indication of the center's
effectiveness may result from a
survey recently sent t'>
approximately 1,500 1972
graduates. According to Gracey,
the survey data should be
available late this month or early
March.
The information is expected
to provide possible clues to
employer needs, a listing of
those graduates wishing
continued notification of job
opportunities, an updated roster
of graduates and their business
ad dresses and ideas for
placement center improvement.

·Frey Speaks About Drugs ·
By Michelle McBurney

U. S. Rep. Lou Frey Jr. · met
· with m.ore than 100 students in
the VC Assembly Room last
Thursday to discuss recent
events and bills in Congress. His
appearance is hoped to be the
first in a series of meetings at
· FTU featuring Florida's
congressional representatives.
The Winter Park
Congressman, now in his third
term, talked with students about
the heroin problem, the U.S.
budget, campaign spending and .
. the environment.
Frey talked for sometime
about the drug traffic which is
now coming into the U.S. He
feels that this country has been
victimized and that other
nations just "don't give a damn
about the drug problem."
In discussing the worldwide
drug situation, Frey pointed to
the English program of
maintaining heroin addicts
without attempting to
rehabiJitate them. "They aren't
taking any social responsibilities,
but making available a killer
drug," said Frey.
Frey said he feels the solution
to the drug problem will be a
slow process and legislation is
not as important as individual
awareness and concern. "I feel
that through legislation we
should increase the punishment
for non-addict pushers, and start
a program to convince ·national

neighbors that'-the drug problem
is worldwide," he said.
During a question and answer
period, Frey was asked why the
government is still spending so
much on national defense.
Frey noted this year's defense
budget is the lowest, percentage
wise, in 20 years, and the U.S.
needs to re.alize most of the
military budget is spent to . pay
personnel.
Frey also talked about the
energy crisis and said that in the
near future we can anticipate
electrical brownouts.
·
"The U.S. needs 7 per cent
more power per year. We need
to find a source of energy which
will create a balance between the
environment and people's
needs," -Frey added.
Frey also talked about the
bill he is sp·onsoring, scheduled
to come up on the House floor
soon, that limits campaign
spending. He said he feels the
amount now being spent is
"ridiculous.''
According to Frey, the
people of the U.S. get the kind
of government they deserve. He
said he feels "too many people
are exercising their jaws and not
willing to sweat a little to get
what they should be working
for. People should get involved,
be interested and · informed
about their government."

Gracey cited the advantages
of the center for the student.
·Personnel provide interview tips,
counseling and assistance in
preparing resumes. The center's
library contains information on
various local and national
employers, plus company
recruitment literature. The
placement center is open to
students and alumni 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Future possibili~ies for the
placement center, Gracey
explained, ·include notifying
interested alumni of job
openings requiring their
qualifications, but he added that
more funds and staff are needed
to provide additional services.

program will make it possible for
Financial aid lacking at FTU?
a high school student to receive
Hardly, according to Donald R.
up to $1,400 a year · in
Baldwin, director of financial
governmental aid providing the
aid.
student is (a) accepted ·by a
Approximately 2,100
college and (b) has the need for
students have received financial
the full amount. The student's
aid through various
financial background will be
administrative ~sources this year.
taken into consideration and a
This includes vocational
2.0 average· must be maintained
rehabilitation and veteran's aid,
by the student to remain eligible
asserted Baldwin.
for the program:
"The year has been a critical
Some conflict is expected in
one for students seeking
Congress because of
financial assistance," said
appropriations. Nixon has asked
Baldwin, "critical because of
foi $622 million . for the BOG
changes in federal programs. For
and $250 million for work-study
quite some time we didn't know
what programs we would be able · grants, for total of $872 million
for 1973. The 1972 Educational
to administer."
Opportunity Grant. is to be
FTU received $1.6 million in
discontinued, which accounted
loans, grants, scholarship funds
for $ 2 2 O· m ·i 11 ion in
and work.study programs last
Congressional appropriations in
September. By the end of spring
quarter . this will increase to . 19 7 2. Although work-study
grants are remaining, they have
about $2 million from additional
been cut, but nevertheless
bank loans.and federal grants.
· represent an increase of about
A new concept in financial
-$225 million over 1972.
aid is expected for next fall.
To apply for any of the loans,
Under President Richard M.
grants, or scholarships offered at
Nixon's Higher Education Bill, a
FTU students must stop by the
B,asic Opportunity Grant calling
financial aid office, AD 282, and
for $622 million in funds is
pick up an application form for
being made available in the 1973
the program they desire. ·
fiscal year budget. The BOG

EOPLE Organization
Fights For Interest
Some PEOPLE at FTU, in
hopes of fighting .student
apathy, have dropped the "P"
and formed an organization
known as EOPLE.

WFTU-TV Program
Focuses On 3 Plays
A one-hour talk show on
FTU's dramatic productions was
featured February 15 by
WFTU-TV. Appearing on the
program were Dr. Harry Smith
of the theatre department, Mrs.
Frances Johnson of t.he
·communications department and
Cheryl
Caroncino ,
communications major and cast
member of· FTU's first teleplay
production.
The broadcast focused on
three performances, the recently
produced "Right You Are If
You Think You Are," the
upcoming "How to Succeed in
Business Without Really
Trvinl!." and "Till the End of
Tomorrow," a television play
now in production.
- Smith, viho directed "Right
You Ate," stated the variety of
productions on campus is
broader than the selection
offered by area commercial
theatres. He also commented the
quarter system is less conducive
to play production, in that the
length of semeste~ allows. more
time for rehearsals and for more
production per year.
Mrs. Johnson, director of
"How to Succeed," elaborated
on her production which will
open April 4. She noted the
original broadway show broke
performance records by running
four years. Such a show finds
wide audience appeal ·because of
its subject matter, she added.
Miss Caroncino, cast member
of the teleplay being produced
in an RTV special topics class,

said video-taping of the show
will begin near the end of this
quarter. "Till the End of
Tomorrow" will be aired later
on closed-circuit campus
television. Miss Caroncino also
said that, hopefully, the program
will be aired on educational TV.

Committee
Studies Signs
A special committee has been
formed to consider proposals for
erecting display signs at the main
entrance and proppsed entrances ·
of FTU.
At the · committee~s meeting,
yesterday, design and location of
signs was considered. Herbert H.
Long, business assistant and
chairman of the committee, said
the main entrance will have top
priority for the first sign.
"It is hoped we will be able
to have signs at all the proposed
main entrances," Long said,
"but all we can do as a
committee is recommend." He
pointed out the final decision
will rest with President Charles
·
Millican.
Size, lighting and decor were
considered as part of the sign's
design. Long ·said he hopes the
sign can be constructed from
stone or brick to fit the rest of
the university's decor. He added
the committee would like to see
something such as a safety
suggestion on the back of each
sign.

.Survey Reveals Student Distribution
A survey recently completed
by James E. Coµch and Kenneth
G. Sheinkopf, assistant
professors in the department of
communication revealed, not
surprisingly, that Orlando and
Winter Park are the most
represented Florida cities among
the student population. ·
Of the cit~9s represented,
Miami has the fewest students

on campus. The results also
show that nine cities have more
representatives than last year's
survey a~d 14 cities have fewer.
New York has more students
at FTU than any other state;
Georgia ranks second. Eleven
states are represented by only
one student and 11 are not
represented at all.

Most of the membership is
comprised of, but not limited to,
dormitory residents, and the
group .. is both · a social and a
service organization.
The organization's unique
feature is that both men and
women enjoy equal membership
status.
"In case you've .been
wondering what EOPLE stands
for," Laurel Dixon, EOPLE
co-president, pointed out, "it
means Established On the
Principle.of Love and Equality."
EOPLE began as .ar{
intramural basketball team but
now has become an officially
recognized organiZation at FTU.
EOPLE has helped contribute to
the dorm students' efforts to
buy a much-wanted ice machine.
The organization plans to
continue working in close
cooperation with the Men's and
Women's Residence Associations
on campus.
John Bartlett, co-president of
EOPLE, said, "EOPLE offers an
information may call ext. 4203
students wishing to become
involved." Students seeking
information may call 275-4203
or contact any EOPLE member.

Pledge Walk
s-c heduled
The Central Florida March of
Dimes third annual pledge walk
will take place· Saturday, March
10. The walk, a 21 mile course, .
is· to help ra~se funds for birth
defect research, direct patient
aid, prenatal care and public
and professional education.
Each person participating in
the walk gets sponsors to pay a
monetary rate per mile. Walkers
will pass through checkpoints
along the route and have their
route cards stamped. When the
walk is ove~, each person will
show the route card to his
sponsors, who will pay the
amount earned to the March of
Dimes Pledge Walk . .
Registration forms are
available from the
Interfraternity Council and
Panhellenic Chapter at FTU.
Eorms are also available at the
March of Dimes Walle Office
501 N. Magnolia Ave., Suite 1s:
Orlando.
The walk will begin between
7-9 a.m. at the Florida National
Bank Building, 801 N. Orange
Ave.

.
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FACULTY - -THIS-IS. FOR .YOU!

I

-

The popular, entertainment .committee {substructure of the YUlage Center) is aware
that more than 95% of the Faculty on campus have graduated within the past 5
years. . To us, this means that you {the .Faculty J think just as young as we do
.

'

at the Village Center.

With this in mind, We have planned a great.musical

performance ··for the evening. of March 4 especially ··for you.
The ·flutist extraordinaire HERBIE MANN, will be performing "in concert" with his
.

.

.

.

family of MANNat B:OOpm on Sunday, March 4, in the Village Center Assembly Room.
~A CULTY,

staff, and student, tickets are $2.00 each.

General publi.c tickets are $4.00 each.
All tickets sold at the door will be $4.00 each.

Students do your teacher a ·favor .:.show this to them after class_.
IF YOU WILL CALL US AT THE VILLAGE CENTER EXTENSION 2611. WE WILL RESERVE THE NUMBER OF TICKETS
THAT YOU WANT. TICKETS
SHOULD BE PICKED UP BY- FRIDAY, MARCH 2 AT 5:00 PM AT THE VILLAGE CENTER·
'

F._,23,lm
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River Doniinates 'Deliverance'
By Mary Anna Jackson

WHEN LEWIS tells Bobby,
"You don't beat the river," he's
right. Not even the skDlfully
expressive acting of Jon Voight
as Ed can beat the Chattooga
River's stunning performance as
the forceful yet doomed
Cahulawassee River in John
Boorman's motion picture,
:c Deliverance."
The river is as much a
performer and character in this
movie, based on James Dickey's
prize-winning novel of the same
name, as any of its four stars. It
is the Cahulawassee, placid and
picturesque as well as raging and
terrifying, that teaches four
Atlanta businessmen how to
play the unforgettable "game"
of survival and civilization.
Through the standard yet
effective photographic
techµiques of Vilmos Zsigmond
and the brusquely intense
remarks of Lewis, the river
becomes a vital force which
controls the destiny of the men
who attempt to experience it
"because it's there" --and because
it won't be there long.
THE IMPENDING fate of the
river itself, its inevitable "death"
as the victim of a damming
project, motivates the initial
action of the movie. But what
begins as a pleasant yet
challenging weekend outing ends
in a nightmare of blood, sweat
and tears for the three surviving
members of the party.
The ·"bad dream" aspects of
the trip are viewed vividly
through Ed's wide-eyed recoiling
from the primitive conditions of
.the rough Georgia mountain
foUt. 'fhe dream mellows during
the early moments on the river,
but plunges into teJrif}ring reality
as the men reach the
Cahulawassee's white water.

Deliverance from danger
passes from Lewis, the.
outdoorsman leader, to his
friend Ed, who must assume
:responsibility for the survival of
the group. For one member,
Drew, however, death is the only
deliverance from the perceived
viciousness of the river and its
environs.
DREW, THE gentle and most
"civilized" of the men, is
sensitively portrayed by Ronny
Cox, who skillfully reveals

whose expert banjo-picking
complements Drew's
guitar-playing and provides the
theme song of the movie.
Various bars of "The Dueling
Banjos" of Eric Weissberg and
Steve Mandel highlight the more
peaceful or poignant moments
of the mm. The tense scenes are
accompanied by no sound
except the natural "music" of
the river and forest.
The misty greens and browns
of the Georgia mountains and

FuTUre
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Places
Drew's character through gesture
and expression. Cox's fine
portrayal makes his
nimble-fingered guitar-playing in
pleased response to a mountain
boy's adroit banjo-picking as
believable as his hysterically
unnerved reaction to the
violence he meets on the river.
Violence makes little
impression on the stoic and
practical Lewis. Burt Reynolds'
bulging biceps and deep tan are
visual . aids in his portrayal of
Lewis as the "survivor" who
anticipates with relish the
"game" of man alone against
Nature.
Ed learns the "game" quickly
when he is reluctantly cast in the
role of deliverer after Lewis loses
"game points" to the

"Specializing in Mediterranean Cuisine"
Famous Greek Salads and Pastries
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR LUNCH AND DINNER
7900 E. Colonial Drive - Phone 277-2881

GOVi·~4'

from the Aintry County sheriff,
played by "Deliverance" author
Dickey, to Ed and Bobby, who
are being questioned about their
strange experiences on the river.
ON~
WELt-EDITED
sequence on the river iS'
particularly noteworthy. The
vastness of Nature and the river
are communicated as Ed is
st.anding on a rock just after the
men have passed through the
rapids which de~yed one or
their canoes. He repeatedly
shouts "Drew!"-and with each
·shout, the camera shoot~ a scene.
farther and farther away so the
men become smaller and more
insignificant compared to their
surroundings.
The men are delivered from·
the perils of their untamed
surroundings chiefly through the
joint efforts of Ed and the river.
Through . his leadership, Ed
effects the winning of the"game," although he is incapable
of self-deliverance from the
To See, Things To Go, People To Do
memories of the-trip, as the final
the sparkling blue and white of
member of the party, Hobby, is
sequence of the ftlm shows.
the river are vividly shown
cowed by .the "new" Ed.
The ~ulawassee, however,
through the film's photography.
Bobby, played by Ned
is the supreme deliverer in and
Although early f"tlm color tends
Beatty, is the group "softie,"
of the movie. By its forced
to be tinged sepia, once the men
both spiritually and physically.
surrender to the will of
reach the river the color
Beatty portrays Bobby as the
"progre~" the river lOses its
sharpens into true tones.
tenderfoot insurance man out
own "game" but delivers the
The photography also directs
for a good time who endures the
men from any recriminations of
attention through the simple
most humiliating experience of
their outing, although not from
technique of sharpening focus
the four. Beatty's whining,
the memory of it. The river also
on a formerly blurred area of the
dubious asides and his pitifully
delivers the entire movie itself
screen. In ·one of the many times
ridiculous stance during Bobby's
.by providing setting and motive
this technique is used, the focus
humiliation serve to humanize a
and· thorough enjoyment of
relatively static figure whose - shifts as sharply as an inquiry
Nature's awesome and scenic
flabbiness J!ladually toughens.
- beauty.
Although they are not static
characters in the unchanging
sense, the mountain people of
western Georgia portrayed in
' ''Deliverance" are static in that
they 'are , almost identical.
Rough, closemouthed and
308, Magazine Wri'ting; ENG
somewhat hostile, they produce
A variety of new courses,
318, World Literature II; ENG
an additional menace to the
intended to appeal to students
491.03, Black English; ENG
anticipated danger of the river.
of all majors is being offered in
491.02, Science Fiction, Future
AN ENJOYABLE exception
spring quarter by the English
Belief, and ENG 491.01, The
to the stereotype is Billy
department.
The new courses are ENG
Pastoral.
Redden, the mountain boy
· Magazine Writing, which will
meet 2-3 p.m. Monday,
in the .Edgewater Shopping Cenier
Wednesday and Friday, is the
.Par & Edgewater, Or.lando
only course having a
422-4407
.Prerequisite, but it can be taken
NOW PLAYINGwith the instructor's consent.
Black English is intended to
give students knowledge of the
.VOEL COWARD'S "PRIVATE LIVES"
black linguistic system and to
provide , a foundation for
ORLANDO'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL DINNER THEATRE
understanding black English in
UNLIMITED BUFFET. - -All the food you can eat, plus great plays
contemporary society.
and musicals with New York casts.
Science Fiction will .meet 3-4
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Special discount arrangements can be madt: for students and groups.
Friday and will examine the
dominant concerns of the form
and its view . of the future.
The Pastoral will identify the
return to nature and the quest
for nostalgia as a theme linking
the fine arts, especially poetry,
from antiquity to modem times.
Cahulawassee. Voight manifests
Ed's inward development
through his facial expressions;
his eyes and the rate of his
breathing convey thought and
emotion even more than his
worlds.
·
IN LEARNING the "game"
Ed changes from a man too
frightened to shoot a deer to one
who can kill and bury a man,
devise a scenario to hide the
events and take command so
authoritatively that the fourth

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

~~:-i,. SUBSIDIZES DISCOUNT
~

TICKETS TO THESE
THEATRES:

English Dept. Plans
Variety '@f Bourses

-WAREHOUSE :t:B

(Available Daily From 10 to 2:45)

We feature famous name
clothing for men and
women at wholesale prices
or below. For women,
names like Jonathan
Logan, Applause, Junior
Express, Mr. Vito, .Kerral,
Gino Paoli. Many originals
and one . of a kind. Long
dresses, pant suits, slacks,
beaded gowns. Men double knit jackets,·
regular $65.· to $85., now
.$25., pants, reg. $25 to
$35. now $9.99. by
Brooks and Donegal,
Trend and Arnold Palmer.
Double Knit jeans, Farah
and Broomstick slack~
reg. $12 to $25., now ~ 
pair for '$7. Visit · and
Browse ·the new and:
different

.S UBURBAN DRIYE•IN
FLORIDA STATE

WOMETCO

TICKET.& A Y AILABLE
IN SG OFFICE

______vc ROOM

201 _ _ _ __

WAREHOUSE#& ·

BUBBI STREISAND · WALTER MATl'lllV
MICllAEL CBIWFORD

·..• ~;Ml l)l

ERNEST LEHMAN'S PRODUCTION OF

BELLO,DOLLYI
Wednesday and next Friday and Saturday Evenings
at 8:30
Village Center Assembly Room

.

·less than 1 mile ~ast on
436 - across from Louis
Volkswagen. ·open Sat.
_ 10-6, Sun. 12 tit 6, Tues
thru Thurs. 10 tit 6, Fri.
10 til 9. Closed Mendavs.
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SucCeSS ·Evident

In 'How ·To Fail'
By Mary Anna Jackson

MAIDS MOLLY and Edna, right, played by
Diane Davis and Susan Etzold, react to a comment by board chairman Earnest Simmons, played by

Weber Ivy, in the student musical, "How To Fail At
Life Withou't Really Trying_." (Photo by Frank
Sledge)

'Sounder' Quality · Adffiii-able
By Fran Elliott

There are many admirable
q'ualities about the mm,
"Sounder,,, not the least of
which are the characters
themselves. The story actually
centers around a young black
boy in 1933 Louisiana and the
deep love of his close-knit
family.
While the title is taken from
the family's hound dog;
Sounder, the story concerns a
relatively shoit period in the life
of David Lee Morgan. His

mature struggle to keep his
family together during the tough
Depression period makes persons
who experienced the era recall
their own or their parents' rough
times during those years.
The fact ·that he is black only
adds a second struggle to his
young life. Throughout the film,
_one is disturbed and aggravated
at the cruelty and bigotry aimed
at David Lee's family.
Paul Winfield and . Cicely
Tyson are exquisitely sensitive

coUNT~UICK

and tender in their roles as the
parents, Nathan and Rebecca.
Extremely thoughtful, they ·
demonstrate for their three
children the importance of
honesty, respect, warmth,
humor, humility, strength and
family love.
Although the film seems to
move slowly, it never lacks for
sincere, realistic perfonnances
on the part of all. Faded
clothing, sweaty faces, lean
bodies and worn hands are just
some of the visual effects used
by director Martin Ritt to depict
the endurance and energies of
the family members.
But it is the memorable
acting of Kevin Hooks as David
Lee that should be praised. He is
thoroughly believable.
Just as love has pulled the
family through hard times, it
makes the father send his· eldest
child off to school so that he
"can beat the life laid out for
you here."
It is a tearfully happy, but
sweet, finish as Nathan takes
David Lee in the wagon away
from home to study. David Lee
bravely says, "I'm gonna mis5
this raggedy ole' place, but I
ain't gonna cry about it."

1

e fine$1 ii groceries, meats, lf*e, ·feeds, 11d ·western wear.
· Aloall of ~wa beef USDA dllice each week.
·
Pick up your hot SIWll' at our d~li.

a

• 8 to Mon. - Sat.
Clo~ed Sunday .
1g enough to sem you, small eagh to appreciate your bu~mess.

COUNTRY QUICK

Tom Bowser &Sons

Dvin, Fla.

365-3498

.4*$$.$4****'*-***************************6'1
Worlis Most Complete Hi-Fi & Electronics Center
i

FTU's first entirety
student-produced musical, "How
To Fail At Life Without Really
Trying," is no failu~e..:..its actors,
musicians and producers make
sure of that. , ·
last . -night and
1 Opening
play.jng again tonight and
tomorrow n.ight, "How To Fail"
succeeds in presenting a spritely,
pun-filled dialogl\e combined
with melodic, memorable ·tunes
to give its audience a pleasant
evening of light, entertainment.
The standard boy-meets-girl
plot line is saved from being trite
by the unusualness of the
setting-a lingerie manufacturing
company in New York
City--which lends itself to
contemporar-y humor and
provides a refreshing twist to an
old ~tory.
The · mu~ical score of the
show, written by David
Boelzner, further enhances its
appeal. Gentle, romantic songs
such as " Imagine," "When I
Hear Her Name" -and "Why
Should He · Think Of Me?"
contrast with the clever lyrics of
"When I Was Your Age'' and "It
Doesn't Matter, They're Rich,"
to illustrate the .diversity of,,
Boelznef s talent.
-The musical accompaniment
is well integrated in the play,
and the instruments do not
intrude over the singers' voices.
Boelzner displays a further
talent on piano, Karen Tucker
plays a clear-toned flute and
Larry Jeffries renders a skillful
performance on percussion.
The entire cast exhibits a
wide range of talent, and the
_ skillful coordination of their
movements . under , the
supervision of director Dennis.
.Keeler, who collaborated with
Boelzner on the musical, keepf
the show moving quickly and
rhythmically.
Randy Green as the hero,
Tom Simmons, lias the truest
singing voice in the muical--a

'4+*

**
4*

JI?-.............

rich baritone -and turns in a
Show time tonight and
~~e~~~~le ~ramatic performance ~~:;;0~ ~~~h~!!~~~ ~::~~ ~
His romantic lead, Laura
Tickets may be obtained at the
Hardy as Julie Abra, the
door and are free to members of
ideaiistic daughter· of the
the FTU community and $1~50
•.
.. ......
__..il!l-.i!'...-

....

0

~ co~m~p·an~y--pr.e si•µ-~n.t.w._h_p.._is~·T•o•m~··'s
Derived 4-Channel

SQ 4-Channel

Discrete 4-Channel

. ·

~.

·

3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground . .
hot 1.u nches

200-Watt AM/FM
4-Channel Stereo System
•

.

If Purchased

Individually
620.60

.SALES-MAN- NEEDED

The Co11111lete System lnc!udes:
• Lafayette LR-440 200-Watt AM/ FM 4-Chan~~I ~!ere~. Rec~i~er- plays everyt~ing in

4-Channel-SO, Discrete. Derived. Features Acntune Prec1s1on Visual FM Tuning and
Superb AM l fM Stereo Reception·
• Garrard 408 J..Speed Automatic Turntable with attractive matching base•
• Pickering P/ ATE·l Elliptical Stereo Magnetic Cartridge
• 4 "Criterion 77" 3-Speaker J.Way Bookshelf Acoustic-Suspension Speaker Systemte3tures 81/z" Woofer. 31/z" Mid-Range Speaker, 1V2" Direct Radiator Type Tweeter,
plus oil walnut cabinetry•

~---Also

i
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#
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The WEAR·HOUSE is looking f9r an aggressive

a•thorlzed Dealer for-----

PANASONIC HI-Fl. SONY. AKAi. GARR.ARD.
SHURE, H·ITACHI, KOSS AND MANY ·oTHERS·

COMPLETE LINE OF CAR
#
TAPE PLAYERS & SPEAKERS.#
LAFA YEnE RADIO ASSOCIATE STORE .

1225 N. Miiis
.

phone 896-3801

.i;\~

OVIEllJ. CHILO·CARE
&·KINDERGARTEN

Pickern~g q~

49988.

f~•r•t•h~~-g.en_e_ral_.;p_u_b~li-c._·

· - o·PEN-: NIGHTS ·.

LAFAYETTE (.tritcriori

SaIeI

boss, does not quite match
.Green in skill aQd spontaneity.
Her singing voice is not varied
enough to reach l;ligh notes ~ell,
but has a rather pJaintive quality
that,is end~aring.
· Miss Hardy's best number is
"I'm a Pussycat,"- which falls
more· within her range and which
also involves some well-executed
choreography.
Richard Wagner and Weber
Ivy are a matched comic set as
the two · company executives.
Ivy, who plays Tom's un~e,
infuses.the aging gentleman with
spry life with such lines as "Oh,
for the Puritan ethic!" when
lamenting the changing world,
and 0 Tupperware, , yes;.
underwear, no!'' in response to
Tom's proposed sales approach
for a new line of brassieres.
Wagner as president of the
company portrays with vigor the
worried chief executive who
thinks economic success is the
solution to all pr~blems.
Both actors,. however,
. occasionally tend to blur their
1in es, and dimfojsh the
effectiveness of several good
puns.
The company maids, Molly
and Edna (played respectively
by Diane Davis and Susan
Etzold) as well as the villain, Joe
McCool (Played by Ed Dilks),
are consistently the funniest
characters in the show.
Dilks' broad. Bronx accent
and. classic hoodlum mannerisms
make him too lovable to be
despised. Miss Davis also
sketches her character .broadly
and has a voice capabJe .of doing
justice to her two songs.
The students involved in
"How To Fail At Life Without
Really Trying" stand as an
interesting paradox to the title
of their production: They have
been really trying to present an
a m u sing eve ning' s
entertainment, and they have
succeeded.
....

#
+t
#

...................************'******* '

student to sell spor.tswef}r and ojher merchandise
to fraternities and sororities, area high schools,
and athletic teams. F:.raternity and Intramural
. background .Pr~f,errable.

Pa~t-time ..

.leading to

Full-time jo~ ari~ possible.store ~anagement.
Phone 645-~tz~{,

,../;:;· ,"-~;-

'
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Poets Share Words, Wisdom
By Mike Crites
PERHAp's THE m"ost
important literary event in the
history of · FTU took place last
week. Poets John Logan, Denise
Levertov and James Wright
participated in the first annual
poetry festival, sponsored by the
English departments of FTU and.
Rollins College.
These three poetic voices gave
readings in the Village Center
Multi Purpose Room and met
with students last Friday
afternoon to share their
perceptions in poetry. Not only
are they masters of the written
word, but they are all intense
speakers.
David Posner, FTU's
poet-in-residence, introduced the
poets and moderated February
15's panel discussion. Posner,
who was influential in bringing
the poets to FTU, started the
festival that afternoon by
bringing Denise Levertov to the
microphone. . .
SHE UNPACKED her poetry
luggage, and from that case

brought forth precise images
handled with utmost care. Miss
Levertov began by reading
Posner's poem "The Train."
"You can't make inspiration
happen,·. you can achieve high
levels of competence, only by
work, by labor, by
craftsmanship; but, if you don't
do all that, then you don't have
a place for inspiration to enter,"
Miss Levertov said, directing her
words to the poets in the
audience.
"A TREE TELLING OF
ORPHEUS" was admirably
received by the audience, due to
the poem's lyrical power and the
clear description of a bizarre
occurence. Miss Levertov's poem
deals with the myth of the
plants which followed 'Orpheus.
The m~sic reached us,
clumsily, stumbling over our
own rootc;
rustl!ng our leaves .~n answer,
we moved. iwe followed.
Miss Le\lertov' s antiwar

Music Dept. Sets
New· Curriculum
A new music curriculum,
uniquely designed for FTU,
allows for individual
specialization and correction of
curriculum differences resulting
from transferring to FTU,
according to Dr. Gale Sperry,
music department chairman.
The n~w curriculum, which
began this quarter, replaces
many specialized fields with
three- and four-year programs in
musicianship and performance.
Musicianship includes
analysis, performa~ces and
composition. Performance
includes private weekly
instruction and practice with
chamber and larger perforn:iing
groups.
Transfers will not fose credit
under the new program, Sperry
emphasized. There is no reason
why a transfer could not
complete his bachelor's degree in
the same time as FTU students,
he noted.

Sperry stressed the
curriculum's adaptability to ' th~
individual's needs, saying
"Competence measures for each
year ~ave been determined, and
will be refined into quarter
requirements and exams by next
fall."
.
Reasons behind the
curriculum change lie in the
music faculty's philosophy that
students should learn to be
musicians, rather than be
deceived into believing that a
diploma guarantees virtuousity,
Sperry said. Another factor in
the change is the current trend
toward three-year music degrees.
The senior year curriculum
allows 12 quarter hours of
independent study and directed
experience, which may be used
·for specialization or correcting
curriculum differences .
Composite grades reflect the
student's total performance,
Sperry said.

poems are a startling aj~~
about the ·violation of humanity.
The manufactUred bomb seeks
.out the imperfection of human
flesh. In "The Pilots" she hopes
that the airmen are unaware of
what they have done.
Miss Levertov concluded the exposition of her poems with
"The Way It Is," which grasps
the paradox of her life as alien
to machines, but operating them ·
nonetheless.
POSNER then introduced
John Logan as "constantly
reaching for a change within the
self that makes one more
honestly himself."
His first poems appeared 20
·years ago this month in "The
Partisan Review." Logan's book,
"Zig Zag Walk," ~akes an erratic .
but definite thrust to achieve the
unquestionable beauty of his
verse. Logan's recitative style is
captivating, his hand movements
flamboyant and expressive.
"To a Young Poet Who Fled"
is an introduction to the magic
of his poetry. Logan's use of
slant rhyme and classical rhythm
are shaped by a unique view.
"THERE IS some kind of a
confusion which I think is the
result of TV, that forgets that
poets are persons rather than
machines,>' Logan stated.
The potency of Logan's love
poems was evident in "Suzanne1'
and "Love Poem." The latter is
an intense experience adequately

captured by the poet:
I want to hear the light,
long wind of your sigh.
But again tonight I know you
will not come.
I will never feel again
your gentle, sleeping calm
from which i took
so much strength, so much of
my human heart.
The final lines of "Love
Poem" are one . of the most
brilliant finishes of his poems,
and ought not to be quoted
apart from the poem.
Logan read a number of
selections from his unpublished
manuscript, "The Anonymous
Lover."
JAMES WRIGHT, a winner
of the Pulitzer Prize of Poetry,
read last Friday night. He
dedicated his reading to Rodney
Carnes, young man who became
his friend Friday.
"The Minneapolis Poem" is a
work in which Wright was
influenced by Logan. The poem
is a stark portrayal which he
intended as a curse on the city.
Wright read a poem which came
from his experience in
Yugoslavia and the difficulty of
communication. "Afternoon and
Evening at Oqui" was the result
of a long walk which he and his
wife took in Macedonia.
And the weeds came out
wondering to her about their

names.
There was no one there to tell .
her in Serbo-Croatian
The name of that small
flower song,
And so we had to keep our
own words in the vastness ·o f
that pace.

-

_
Wright also read "I
Wish I Had Never Heard of the
United States," "Bleuteel's
Mother'' and a selection from his
book "Shall We Gather at the
River."
The f estivat has set an
exciting precedent for the
c<?ming occasions.
r

--

- ~~~ -

' C ampU S Glances ,
'

- - - ----

WOODSON APPOINTED
Paul Woodson has been
declared the new senior senator
for the College of Social
Sciences by Student
Government.

HERBIE MANN
International jazz and pop
music star Herbie Mann will
perform at FTU Sunday, March
4. "Herbie Mann and the Family
of Mann" will be in the Village
Center Assembly Room at 8
p.m. Advance tickets for FTU
students, staff and faculty are $2
(Limit: two tickets per ID card.)
General public admission and
tickets at the door are $4. ·

The Deltcl Sig Open

--

_,,-- -

where: WINTER PARK PINES
when: MARCH 3, 1973
registration: IL!t FRONT OF THE
LIBRARY
Feb. 14 to Feb. 28 9a• to Ip•

.

POOR MAN'S LIFE
INSURANCE FROM THE
llUTCHESONCORPORATO
When you're still in school or just starting a career you might not be able
to afford life insurance ............ :.until now.
Now the Hutcheson Corporation is offering the Modlife Insurance Policy.
For the first five years you own a Modlife Policy'you only pay one-third
the normal premium.

CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES OF WORKING
PART-TIME WITH UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

If you're ·21 years old, for example, you can get a $10,000 whole life

As an equal opportunity employer we offer:

policy for about $40 a year.
And wh~n you're 65 years old your Modlife Policy will have a cash value
of $5530.00.

• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AFI'ER GRADUATION
• STEADY EMPLOYMENT
• 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-FRJ.)
• $3.32 PER HOUR TO START
• $3.47 PER HOUR AFfER 30 WORK DAYS
• $3.57 PER HOUR AFfER 60 WORK DAYS
• PAID VACATION AND HOLIDAYS
• UPS 111RIFT PLAN (PROFIT SHARING)

Mod.life is quite an offer. But then, the Hutcheson Corporation is quite
an Insurance Agency.

Applicants should be in excellent physical condition
able to load, unload and sort packages weighing up
to 50 lbs.

THI HUTCHISON CORPORATION, INC
INSURANCE SPECIALIST
833 N· HIGHLAND AYE
ORLANDO , FLORIDA
896-2205

Part-time .work is available during the following hours:
• 3:45a.m. to 8:00a.m.
• 12:00 noon to 3:30 p.m.
• 11 :00 p.m. to 2: 30 a.m.

Apply in person at 6127 Anno Ave., Orlando 32809
between the hours 1 :30 and 5: 30 p.m. Monday
through .Thursday. U vetera~ bring sei'vice fonn
DD214.
I

1'

'

I

life-llealtll-auto-llome-commercial-ltonds
~
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pplications Availahle
or Foreign Studies
Florida State University is
now taking applications for June
December sessions at its
oveneas centers in Florence,
Italy, and London, England.
Students must have asophomore or above standing
and at least a 2.0 grade point
erage, as well as approval of
their academic advisor.
Students enrolled in either
enter must carry between 12
d 18 quarter hours per quarter
d, at the Florence center,
ust take elementary Italian
ess they have had previous
·ning.
All course work is the
quivalent of on-campµs
struction and may be·
nsferred to the student's
me university.
FTU students may fill out the

1208 N. Mills

Orlando

correct forms for this procedure
at the admissions office to
transfer records of these foreign
courses from FSU to FTU.
All courses are taught by FSU
professors at both centers. The
cost of Florida residents for the
two quarters of attendance at
the London center is $1,993 and
$1,925 for attendance at the
Florence center.
Out-of-state students must
add an additional $350 per
quarter. These fees include
tuition, round-trip airfare, room
and board, medical insurance
and center-sponsored excursions.
Interested students should
contact the Florence-London
Study Center Office, 210 A
Williams Building, Florida State
University, .Tallahassee, Fla.
32306.

FOOTSB,....llL
OR
FOOSBALL

MILLS

-

IT'S THE FAST
ANO FURIOUS

II)

..J
..J

EUROPEAN TABLE

~

SOCCER GAME THAT'S

N

SWEEPING

m
I

"

_,

~··

OPEN 2pm- MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY - THURSDAY
2pm- 2am FRIDAY & SATURDAY

1208 N

FuTUte's Ftiday Gill

THE
COUNTRY

WATt: r-1
llt.: DS

RO LJ TE. 50

CHERYL CARONICINO, 5-6, 115-pound
senior majoring in radio-television, is this
week's FuTUre Friday Girl. Cheryl has an avid
love for the theatre and spends much of her

time participating in campus productions. Her
hobbies include acting, singing and
entertaining, which indicate her great interest
in people. (Photo by Ed Burton)

Dormitory Advisors Needed
Male and female students
interested in applying for.
positions as dormitory residence
advisors have until Wednesday to
submit their applications to
Lynda Lotz or Larry Matthews
in the office for student
development.
Interviewing for the positions
will begin Thursday, and the
selections should be made by the
first week in April. There are
two openings for · summer
quarter and four for fall quarter.

Applications may be picked up
in the office of the Dean of
Women.
The residence advisor is
considered. a paraprofessional.
He receives a quarterly sal.ary
and is trained in the counseling
of resident students and the
problems they might have.
The position is not a
complete police function--the
advisor might expect everything
from interpreting and enforcing
the guidelines set for the dorms

BARNETT BANK -.
JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNING

FREE CHECKING

9:15 A.M. Dialogue & Coffee

-

to tutoring or counseling the
student in personal matters.
Upperclassmen are preferred, both undergraduate and
graduate. Experience is not
necessary but any background in
counseling, such as summer
camp jobs, is helpful.
F9r further information
contact Lynda Lotz at 275-2139
or Larry Matthews at 275-2138:

Campus .
~Glances
MISS WORLD

•

••

DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK

EAST ORLANDO

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
17-92 at LEE ROAD
WEST ORLANDO -

Miss World US~, Linda
Carter, will visit FTU Monday
afternoon. A reception open toall members of the university
community will be held for Miss
Carter at · 3:30 p.m. in VC 215.

FM-107

-·

ROGUESSIVE ..MUSIC
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For Fr~day, Feb.

23 1919
,
·

~ORN:

IF YOU ." WERE
TODAY:
.
""('S'"
'choose ._ your friends
{+ · carefully this ·_week . .• Last
week's set got· ~om out
-{+ rather quickly, which is
i n d ·i C. a t i v e.:. of · your
.
.J".I. personality·
:. Brief :
1:i"" AQUARIUS:
Well! . _c1,ust who. do you
k
1:i"" think you are, anyway?
k
·
~ ·Thought ' you CC?l:.lld hide it
f:i"" from the world, didn't. you?
{+ Thought you co~ld be never
k
noticed, didn't you? It caught
1:i"" up with you, didn't it? Plus,
k
they have discovered · that
-CSbunch·. of bad checks you
1:i"" passed in Perth. Amboy last
year. You, my friend, are up
..ti.- the creek. It couldn't happen
to a nicer person.

*

**

t

*
J!.
""('S'"

{Ila
..ta.
-es-

By John The Good, Transi~nt Seer

.·.

·caught s~ing dragon milk.
Appalling, isn't it? · (Drago_n
milk, for1, all .the non-elite,
comes from a cow with short
legs.) (Even more ~ppaHing,
isn't it?)
'..l •

..

••

to·blame.

Hoedunk.
Shu'cks.

GEMINI:
. A. _distant trip is in : the
offing for you. ·I see a· far
distant eountry wh~re
. beer
. I see
·nows, 'but · you won't.
fair ·m!:lidens a.t ;mn's lenghth.
I see. snow skiing for others
i:mly. What .have you got
your8elf into this tinle?

•

ARIES:
By noting tihhel_ planet
Urahus in. its per e ion, we ·
observe a nasty vector set in
conjunction with two minor
star-bodies, which indicates ·
. either a death in your ·
immediate family or nothing.
h
. ht
(If I am reading t em ng ·
My perihelion meter is not
. wo:r:king like it used to. 1
thihk one of the doo-dads is
malfunctioning or not
working. One of the two.)
TAURUS:
A man stands blameless
OI)ly when he has no one else

Ram tag,

*
!
*
..r.1...
"l"j"'

·.

""'· ·•·
' ··
VIRGO:
· High, there q-~ pi. One two
Dans? Under Stan? ·
' '

CANCER:
Caution!! If you do. not do
something about · your
toenails quickly th ey are
going to poke your eyes out
at a most embarrassing time.
By now, though, you need to
see a vet about them.
, LEO:
B z fa g g .
. 3

Dorfwhistle.
< , ;..

,

PISCES:
1:'LASH! ! ! The ye ole food
services on campus has been

:

"l"j"'

.,

~

..r.1...

"l"j"'
-&

'rN~
"

LIBRA:
Do not open this . test
booklet until the tester tells
you to. Mark all your answers
wit.h a number two pencil in
dark, heavy lead. Ready?
B . ,
egm.

present socio.economic and ...s.2.
. political national situations -&,,.
he just said , "Hey, Mon,
?"
.s.t;.
wanna buy a watch·
...,,...
-SAGITTARIUS: ·
- You are ~e a two-sided .s.1..
toothbrush ...No matter how ...,,...
you are put to work, you still
hurt y_o ur employer.
.s.L.

SCORPIO:
_
I have just been in touch
with Martin Van Buren (see
enclosed mystic-sketch}, the
eighth president of the
Unfried Stakes of America.
When I apprised him of the

CAPRICORN:
-&
They generally tell you ~
save the best for last. Don t -&
you wish I would? Well, ..lo1.
sucker, that's what you- get...,,..
for being born weird.
.flJ-

:!I
4*

#

"'l'J"

-t+.

****6***.
******~*********************************************~*
. weekly
Activity Calendar
Media/Culture
~=d:.~=.~$
.TODAY .
JERRY FREY: ·
SG Judicial Board, 11 a.m., VC
200.
?'
'• .,,,

BASEBA1.J:::
FTU vs Embry-Riddle, 1 p.m.

WRESTLING:
Florida International University, 3
p.m., away-Miami.
PI KAPPA ALPHA:
Meeting, 5 p.rn., EN 359, 305,
306, 318, 331.
"HOW TO FAIL AT LIFE
WITHOUT.REALLY TRYING":
Theatre production, 8: 30 p.m.,
VCAR.
~~--=--------~~-==---:--,----i

SATURDAY, FEB. 24

PI KAPPA ALPHA:
Meeting, 9:30 a.m.-4
,360.

p.m.~

EN

PI KAPPA ALPHA:
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., Multi PUipose
Room ~

"HOW TO FAIL AT LIFE.
WITHOUT REALLY TRYJNG":
· Theatre production; 8: 30 p.m.,
VCAR• .

-·

t----=S;:;.,;UN:;..=-:=D;...:..A.:...Y=-,.i-:F;;..;·E=B=::-~·=2s=--'_. ._ ·--f
~ ·:

KAPPA SIGMA:
Meeting, 6 p.m., EN 109.
... .,..",

• , ,.

LINDA AND PETER MeCAFFREY:
Pottery and sculpture exhibit,
"·· ·._ thwugh March 16, VC Gallery.'
BARBARA CALHOUN:
Art display, through March 16,
Library lobby.

p.m.,

ADVANCE REGISTRATION:
All Day, Multi Purpose Room.
LATI'ER-DAY SAINTS STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
Meeting, Noon, VC 200.

TUESDAY, FEB. 27
TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 200.

SOCIOLOGY CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 212.

Sheinkopf plans to have guest
bl>eakers from area media. A
great deal of audio-visual
equipment will also be ultized.
Sheinkopf said almost every
major university offers a course
in popular culture and in some
cases the cl~~es contain more
than 300 students. This course,
however, is open to 48 students.

DELTA TAU DELTA:
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., VC 214.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 360.

CANDLE-MAKJNG CLASSES:
7 p.m., VC 219.

· DELTA SIGMA PI:
Meeting,lla.m.,LR233,239.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 360.

AGCOU~NG

CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., CB 216.

THURSDAY. MARCH 1

~-----___.;.---------.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA:
Meetingl 11 a.m., J,,R 211.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION:
All Day, Multi Purpose Room.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION . MAJORS
CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., CR 103.

CIRCLEK:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211.

YOUNG ·DEMOCRATS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., YC 214.

BLACK STUDENT UNION:
Meeting, 11 a.m ... VC-211.

BLACK ~TlJJ;>ENT U,NION:
· -.::Meeting, 11 a:.m., VC 211.

.

~

":

j

.~

·· ;i11IA.1'f E<Va:r::v ...

VCBO~RD:
Meetin.g, 5 .p.m., VC 214. •

"SMILES OF SUMMER NIGHT": - · Ingmar Bergman series, 7 p.n'I., · · PANHELLENIC COUNCIL:
SCA_UD.
. ..,
6 p.m.; VC 200.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA:
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., VC 211.
PI KAPPA ALPHA:
Meeting, 8:30 p.m., EN 108.
'

MONDAY FEB. 26

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON::
Meeting, 6 p.m.; EN 203.
TYES:
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 211.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., VCAR-A.
CHESS CLUB:
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 200.
BRIDGE LESSONS:
7 p.m.; Y_C Game Room.

CollegeMaster

Art Scevola

FAU

Terry Feuchtinger

FAU

Marc Wilson

FAU

David Long

Auburn

c. McNease ·

Rudy Boyle

(

"M·R. CO~OR

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., VC Dining
Room.
TRI DELTA:
Meeting; 6 p.m., EN 407.

, Use only weed killers that
don't contain persistent
chemical compounds like DDT.

Representatives

Y.
~,

POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS

~U

BeTT~lli

~Qµ"ipPEcD

their calendar but he doubted
such a change would occur
because the plan at the junior
colleges is working veey
satisfactorily.
Gambrell said he was
surprised by the failure of the
semester resolution at FTU. He
said the impre~ive majority of
student votes supporting the
quarter system could have been
a deciding factor in the Faculty
Senate's decision.
He predicted the Faculty
Senate will probably continue to
discu~ the modified semester
plan, but added, ''Whether the
Faculty Senate will see fit to
take a position on the subject
again anytime in the future, I
haven't the slightest idea."

"PARTY" GRO Vh' PARK APT'S.
Sunday, Feb. 25th
"B. Y.O.B"
Music
"Mickey and the J.ong Island Sound"
Food- Turkey and Mashed Potatoes
Time-5:30pm - l0:30pm Cost-$1.50
Under the lights at tennis court

uJ~&"B

STUDENT GOVERNMENT:
Senate Meeting, 4 p.m.~ V~AR-A.
•. . .

The course will focus on how

the media reports and shapes the
culture and will be modified as

student interest changes. Som~
of the planned topics will be
ooncemed with today's ads,
movies, television programs,
popular literature, music and
graffiti.

. JUDICIAL .BOARD:·
Student Government meeting, 11
a.m., VC 200.

vc:MOUSTACHE CONTEST:
Judging, 11 ~m.~ VC 200.

•

6:30

The communications
department will offer Mass
Media and Popular Cultures for
the rmt time spring quarter.
The course, Com 429, will be
taught by Kenneth Sheinkopf,
associate professor of
communications.
Sheinkopf said there are no
prerequisites for Com 429 and .
encouraged students from . all
departments to register for it.

MEN'S
RESIDENCE
ASSOCIATION:
Meeting, 5 p.m., VC Dining room.

ZETA TAU ALPHA~ .,.-._
c" ·.- .~ '' ·ORDER OF DIANA:
. Pledge Meeting, . 6 . p;m.~ VC 214.
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 200.
ZETA TAU ALPHA:
Chapter Meeting,
VCAR.

Course Offered

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 28

TAU EPSILON PHI:
Meeting, 7:30'p.m., VC 214.

-•TV• STEREO• RADIOS ,•. TAPE RECORDERS-• RECORDS • TAPB • SERVICE • RENTALS .

.*

1033 _N. MILLS- .

*

11

Ii wrNTER

Melody Corn~r''

To Serve· Your
Insurance Needs

PARK -M:A.Ll:. •

LJ~/·

/~

~~~-~ll"Pn--anir-RtcOifos--~--::.
AT DISCOUNT PRICES. ~
Central Florida's Largest Compact

SELECTIOll .
SONY - PANASONiC - ELECTROPHONIC
RCA - SYLVANIA - SANYO
CRAIG - MAST~RWORKS

'.

FSU
Ball State
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Humanities To Offer ·:.:.:.:.:.: ·:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. .............
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:
First-Time Courses
The

department

of

completeness and decidability.
Enphasis on the importance of
logical systems to fundamental .
philosophical problems.

humanities and rme arts will be
offering the following courses in
phBosophy and religion for the
first time next quarter. 'Ibey
lndude:
Formal ~c II: Systematic ·
study of the nature of logical
truth as represented in
propositional and lower · and
higher order predicate logic;
problem of metatheory,
including consistency,

Philosophy of Literature! An
examination of prose and poetry
as they detei:mine and reflect
social, political and religious
institutions. Special attention
will be given to historical
romance, emphasizing the works
of Feuchtwanger, Zola, Sartre
and Tolstoy.

,,,,,,

:-: : : : : : : : : : : :

·:.:.:.:

By David Foster
Lake Worth ..•
A trend of Student Government impeachments across the state is
beginning to develop. Here at Palm Beach Junior College, SG President
Steve Griggs is about tO face possible impeachment for "graft and
corruption." The impeachment proceedings will probably begin as SO<>Ji
as they figure out who can initiate it. There was a slight oversight on the
part of the author of 'the SG constitution--no provision for who is to
formally start impeachment proceedings is included.

Special Topics-Social
Philosophy: A philosophical
examination of a number of
problems with particular
attention to rebellion, revolution
and violence.
Special Topics-Hebrew
Religion: This course involves the
study of Hebrew scriptures, the
examination of selected methods
of Biblical scholarship and the
analysis of the use of Biblical
themes in s0me major 20th
century authors.

Melbourne...
The following was found in Florida Institute of Technology's
campus paper, The Crimson. No explanation accomp~ied it, and I have
none to offer:
BIOLOGY AND TIJE RAT EXPERIMENT
Labrotorie report on cutting up a rat. Plan. I will get a rat and a
sharp nife, which with I will cut opin the rat whilst he is alive. I will

FuTUre Classifieds
personal

for rent

Jon, Nine down-five more to
go! Congrats to someone truly
terrific to be able to put up with
me for forever. From your old
pal, Ovaltine.
·
Janet, Happy birthday--Just a bit
past deadline. Hope it was
happy! maj

RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE--New
2 bdrm, duplex apts. in quiet,
wooded setting. Fully shag
carpeted with central ht/air.
Appliances & drapes are
furnished. Laundry in backyard
area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance
at Mitchell Hammock Rd. in
Oviedo. $160 per mo.· on 6 mo.
lease. Tel. 365-3721.

•
services
PIANO LESSONS! Personal
tutoring in the mornings and
evenings. Qualified instructor.
Call 277-1516.
Typing in my home.
Experienced, fast & accurate.
5 Ot double-spaced page.
Themes, r.eports, term paper,
etc. For more info-call Sharon
Wilson, 859-1995.
Typing in my home.
Experienced · in all types of
college papers and resumes. 50¢
double-spaced page. More info.
Call Mrs. Hubley, 859-2929.
Licensed astrologer--character
profiles $5. Send name,
birthdate, time, place to
A stroCel Research-Box 302,
Fern Park. Services, info.
834-8955.

Reliable female roommate
needed, Spring & Summer. 2
bdrm apt., 15 min from FTU.
$50 mo. rent & util. Call
678-0195 after 6 p.m.

Roommate wanted (female) for
Ridgewood Village apt. for
Spring qtr. Call 275-2828 Mon.,
Wed. or Fri. from 9-12 and 3-5
Ask for Eleonore.

"Cool" roommate needed next
quarter to share rent and apt. in
Ridgewood in fabulous Oviedo.
Bring your own bed. Call Craig
at 365-5768 or 2606 (campus
ext.) for the chance of your
lifetime.

Louis A. 'Lou' Perrin
REALTOR
General Real Estate Service

studdie carfulley his innerds, for the purpuss of gaining scientifik
knoll edge.
·
Part One. Mrs. Vann give me a rat, a nife, and a pan of stuff like
jello. I grapt the rat by his hine legs and I beet his head on the edge of
the table - lab bench so he wood not bight. When he was woosie and
redy for scientifi.k investigashun. I stuck thumtax in his foots and
pinned him against the jello, with his bellie in frount.
Part Two. Soon the rat begun ones agan to kick, and feering his
eskape, I scientifi.kully rammed the shiv in his stumak. Ther was .a
Fender Precision Bass Guitar
with semi-hardshell case. $200.
stickie dark red flooid which ouzed out from whence I stabbed him.
Kustom Guitar Amp--power
This was kind of fun so I druv the shiv in him agan. I noted that the
head with 2 ~4-1.5" spkrs.)
more I stabbed him the more he kicked. Soon he begun to kick less and
cabinets. $325. 838-8077.
less each time I stabbed him and finnal~y he kicked not at all. I went to
Pioneer ·receiver SX 42A $180 2
Mrs. Vann and got a new rat.
mos. Garrard Turntable model
Part Three. I throuh what was left of the old rat in the wase bascet,
408 $30 7" reel to reel tape
then put the new one in its place. I was determint to learn more from
deck Sony model TC 355 $125.
this rat by condukting a more scientifik experirilint. I made too
Call 275-4193.
· insessyuns, . one akross his tummy and the other up and down. I peelt
63 Olds 98 White, 4 barrel
the skin away so I coold see better. It was kind of silvery inside so I cut
carbu rator; radio, heat/air,
power steering & brakes. Clean · deeper and found his innerds, which I scientifikully scoopt out with a
interior. $350. Call eves.
~ooa
.
.
273-1743.
Part Fo8r. I got a wood-in-hanil fork, upon which I put the rat, I
turned on a bunsin burnur and held the rat, who kicked not too terrible
Lear jet stereo radio w/8 trk
now, above it. Soon the smell of rodstid rat filled the labb and Mrs.
$ 24 9.50 complete. ACTION
MUSIC 1903 N. Orange
Vann made me share him with the othur kids. Thee End.
423-3810 after 2 p.m. Wed. thru
Sat.
Tampa. ..
Well, there have been save the children, save the lake, save the Texas
Convert any home stereo to
prairie chicken, and even save the Alligator campaigns. But South
Quad with our 8/trk quad deck
& amps & 2 spkrs. Reg. $199.50,
Florida's campus paper has gone too far. Two weeks ago they started a
now $159.50 with I quad tape
"Save
the Mice" campaign in order to stop the extermination of 150
free. ACTION MUSIC
surplus white mice at their science center.
Throw away the old stuffy classes of anthropology, statistics, and
The newest & the best
e I ectrostatic earphones. Reg.
business seminars, and usher in the new age of sex. Yes, here at South
$ 1 00-only $59. 50 to
FTU
Florida students are attending new classes on sexuality. The classes
students with I Os. ACTION
presently have 75-80 students and one prof described the attendance as
MUSIC
being exceptionally good.
65 VW camper, sunroof, rebuilt
Interestingly enough, .a sex inventory given to students at the first
enqine (1500cc) See Lance
meetings
of the new sexuality classes sh_owed that the majority of the ·(""
Langlotz at University Apts, apt.
students wer~ ignorant on the subject of sex in general. No plans for a
112 after 6 p:m.
post-quarter survey were· disclosed.
*INTERESTED IN GOOD
Students here have once again renewed their fight against food
QUALITY QUAD?* Pioneer
services.
Last week Dale Rose, coordinator of the Florida Center for the
QX-8000 receiver and two (2)
Arts, purchased a package of pastries from a vending machine. The
CS-88A Pioneer spkrs -· top of
pastry was riddled with teeth marks. In answer to charges that ~he food
the line in quality sound
reproduction. If interested, call
had been nibbled upon by rodents, Dr. Joe Howell, vice-president for
Dave Young 295-0740:-between
student affairs, said that it could have been a squirrel.
1 a.m. & 7 a.m .... Oh yes, only
It's no joke tha political campaigns are getting more and more
$795.
expensive
all of the time. Last week SG candidates here filed their
Fantastic Bargain-student selling
campaign expenses and the defeated · presidential candidate Robert
3 new wigs--2 short, 1 long
gypsy. Make offer, Call Jan
.Sechen claimed expenses totaling $689.23. President~elect Bill Davis~
275-4651.
his victorious f?pponent, spent only $71.04. Goes to show that in the
state
university ,system the low ~idder always gets the contract.
FOR SALE - English bulldog
pups, AKC, six weeks old. $275.
644-9157.
(Co.ntinued from Page 1)

for sale

other

conducted in the Vil1age Center
Multi Purpose Room. The
registration schedu1e will be in
accordance · with the 1972-73
bulletin, with the exception of
advance registration.

LONDON--4 wks. rm., brd.,
univ. credit & trans., $695. Also
2 wks. indep. travel. 6-30 to
8-6-73. Ph. 323-1450 or
671-4268 after 5 p.m. Ms.
D'Ortona

Knight has posted registration
appointments based on class and
grade point averages, in the
Administration Building.
Students going through
advance registration will have
· their fee assessment invoices
mailed to them on March 5.
Students going through regular
registration from March 21
through March 23 will have their
fee assessment invoices mailed to
them on March 24.

TIRE

Students not receiving
invoices for their registration
must obtain a duplicate copy
from the cashier's office before
March 30. Failure to obtain an
invoice will not be allowed as an
excuse to pay fees after the
deadline of March 30.

HEADQUARTERS
N.EW, USED & RECAPS

ALIGNMENT & BRAKE
SERVICE
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
• JRUCKS & CARS

• WHEEl BALANCE

CORN•R

1•4 & RT. 48

........ £

as ' '
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Payment of spring quarter
fees is due by midnight March
30. Payments postmarked after
midnight will be refused and the
registration wil1 be canceled. Fee
payments can be made by mail,
paid in person at the cashier's
window, or placed in the drop
box located in the main lobby of
the Administration Building. All
payments must be accompanied
by the fee assessment invoice .

, "i'

•JUNE-UPS

50 HORSES

'- SHOCK SERV•CE
<>ROAD SERVICE

&OJ11l Tllll CR

SANFORD, FLORIDA

FOR HIRE BY THE HOUR
Rates: $3.00 per hour
INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE
OPERATOR: BILL WATERS
PHONE: 322-3478
~ ,·
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·-dffow COULD YOU DO m'iT, ARNET!'?"
"I think"NV"tlY"tfVV•••••
his emotion
makes him a better coach."-Amett Hall
...............,,,.,,

Totchy_--The -One And Only

I

.

,..,.

"IF HE could coach without
any emotion, he'd still be a good
coach." -John Smith

"BEN, DID YOU SEE THAT! DID YOU SEE THAT!"
"I'd hate to see FrU basketball without Torchy."--Zettie McCrimon

"HE EVEN motivates the
bench. Believe me, I ought to
know."-Angelo Callins
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Knights Finish. Season
With Squeaker Wins
By Larry McCorkle

FTU'S MIKE CLARK, a starter on FTU's first
four basketball teams, closed his career in grand
style quarterbacking the Knights over North
Carolina at Asheville by a score of 88-84. During

his · fou r years at FTU, Clark · accumulated over
2,000 points while FTU won 69 of 93 games.
(Photo by Craig Powell)

Baseball Opener

Knights Face Embry-Riddle
FTU~s

Knights start their first
baseball
varsity season of
tomorrow against Embry-Riddle
with a doubleheader beginning
at 1 p.m. in Daytona.
The 1973 Knights warmed up
for the 40-game season by
trouncing Lake-Sumter CC,
14-8, in a practice game.
Doug Holmquist is the new
baseball coach and his
knowledge and enthusiasm are
carried over onto the field when
the team plays--even in practice.
Here is the squad Holmquist
will be going with this year:
BILL LARSEN-Larsen, a
senior, was selected as captain of
the team this year. He will be
the No. 1 pitcher in the rotation.
Larsen threw FTU's first
no-hitter last year. At 6-3, 195
lbs. he has the size to make the
ball move.
PETE McLAUGHLIN--McLaughlin has played the last two
seasons at Valencia. This lefty is
noted for his smart approach to
the game.
.
RON BEHE-- Bebe is a transfer
from Seminole. This fllSt
baseman has been making quite
a bit of noise with the bat in
spring training.
MIKE FERRELL--Ferrell, a
junior, . is another Seminole
transfer. This second sacker has

By Jack Sirianni
had the hottest bat during spri.ng
training.

JIMMY HORVATH--The 6-3
freshman from Connecticut is all
alone at the shortstop position.
He has a good chance for a pro
career.

BILLf:,ARSEN
DAVE S TRING-Stting a
transfer from Brevard, had to
lose 15 pounds to make it as the
third baseman, and he did it.
Good power hitter.
PAT McCARTY--McCarty, a
senior, has had arm trouble
lately but his bat hasn't lost any
authority as he hit a homerun
against Lake-Sumter. Holmquist

A.rchers Sho·o t
Perfect Rounds
Dena Pickens set a collegiate
record and Sam Reyna broke the
state record as they led the FTU
contingent •n the 197 3 State
Indoor Collegiate Archery
Tournament.
The meet was held at
Southeastern Archery Lanes in
Orlando but was hosted by
Brevard CC. ·
Reyna set the new standard
with a score of 810 in the men's
freestyle. Included in his score.
were two perfect rou mis. A
perfect round consists of six
bull's eyes in a row. Butch
Charlan of Florida and Bill Van
Marten of Stetson followed
Reyna in the match. Ironically,
these two archers have been
under the tutelege of Reyna,
primarily for this tournament.
·
Dena Pickens set her
collegiate record in the women's
freestyle with a score 9f 758.
Pickens was followed by FTU's
Lyvonne Harvey with a score of
750. Harvey also shot one
perfect round.
'!be men's team shot a total
of 2,306 but placed second
behind Florida which tallied a
2,316. The women's team also

had a heartbreaking loss to
Stetson 2,042-2,037.
Other sc.ores by FTU archers
included Mark Grossenbaecher
{752), Bob Kelley (744) and Jeff
Morton (737).
FTU's mixed team also set a
state record with a total of
3,070..
GOLF TEAM PLACES 2ND

F'l'U's goff team placed
second in a field of six at the St.
Leo Invitational at Pebble Creek.
The tournament marked the
first time that FTU has beaten
Rollins in a golf tournament.
South Florida, who · won the
tournament with .a team total of
310, was led ·by medalist Pat
Lindsey who shot a 73. FTU's
Tony Kirely finished second
with a 75 and FTU's team total
of 316 tied them with St. Leo
and Florida Southern. Rollins
followed with a 317 and
Embry-Riddle placed last with a
330 total. Other scores for FTU
included Doug Perry (79), Br~nt
Whitley (81), Gary Martinet
(81), Doug Smith (85) and Tom
Gehrig (87).

has moved McCarty to the
outfield to ut ilize his great
speed.
JACK SIRANNI--Siranni,
another outfielder, is one of the
few three-year veterans on the
team. He was second to Allen
Tuttle in batting last year.
RON KERNER--Kerner, a
junior, is a junior college transfer
from New York. Kerner has a
good bat and a deadly arm from
his outfield position.
JEFF SEE--See, a freshman,
has shown a great deal of
maturity in the outfield. See is a
clutch hitter who does
· everything well.
DAVE GUIDO--Guido will be
sharing catching duties from the
Knights. He is consistent
whether behind the plate or
beside it.
SAM RIXIE--Rixie is a junior
college transfer from
Lake-Sumter. He too will handle
some of the catching chores. ·
GEORGE ROY AL-Royal, a
freshman from Winter Park, is
another first baseman who can
hit with power.
BOB PINHOLSTER, another
Brevard product, DAN
RADOVIC, DA VE DRAPER,
RUSS ALLEN and RICK
DAWKINS will bolster the
pitching staff.
LARRY BROWN, a second
baseman, and outfielders
STEWART LAROCHE, DAVE
·TR A G L I A , a n d VAN
MITCHELL will also see action.

TKETourney
O peners Set
The fourth annual Tau Kappa
Epsilon Invitational Basketball
Tournament will begin next
Tuesday and continue through
March 3 at Colonial High
School.
All the Greeks on campus are
loo king forward to the
tournament. There are eight
fraternity teams from FTU,
three from Valencia and one
from Rollins that will be
participating in the .tournament.
At 6 p.m. Wednesday, Lambda
of Rollins will play Lambda Chi
of FTU; at 7:15 p.m. ATO of
FTU will battle TEP of FTU; at
8: 30 p.m. TKE of FTU meets
SAE of FTU; and the last game
· is Chi Phi of FTU going against
TKE of Valencia at 9:45 p.m.
The big game Wednesday night
will feature TKE of FTU and
SAE of FTU.
This year a high school
division has been added to
accompany the college division.
The high school teams are
(Continued on Page 14)

Sports Editor
JUST WHEN it seemed that
Florida's Clarence Strong came
FTU's 197 3 basketball team had
right back to put them ahead,
hit :rqck bottom, the Knights
54-53. Hall then hit a free throw
rebounded, pardon the pun, to
to tie the game at 54-5 4.
finish the season the only way it
A TURNOVER gave the ball
should be finished--o n a winning
back to FTU and with 1:07 left'
note.
in the game Hall was fouled.
· FTU defeated West Florida,
Hall, who in a similiat' situation
56-54, and followed that w ~th an
had missed the free throws in an
exciting 88-84 victory over
80-79 loss to Rollins, this time
North Carolina (Asheville) to
converted both, and FTU held
wind up the season with a 19-7
record.
For those fans tho missed the
first half of the West Florida
game, they really didn't miss
much. In the first half, FTU
carefully worked the ball against
West Florida, a team that had
stun.ned both NCAA college
division region ch a mpion
Roanoke and Florida Southern
in a tournament earlier in the
year.
BOTH TEAMS played a
semi-freeze in the first half. At
/ \
one time FTU had a 20-16 lead,
ARNETT HALL
but West Florida retaliated
on defensively to win, 56-54.
quickly to go ahead at halftime,
For Hall, the West Florida
23-20.
.
game was a supe rlative
With the score 50-47 in favor
all-around effort. Normally a
of West Florida, C. C. Wi11iams, a
guard, Hall played much of the
former Brevard CC player, was
game at forward, scoring 22
driving for an apparent layup.
points and hauling down 18
Williams calmly shot the layup
rebounds. John Smith, who is
but received quite a rude shock
always at his best when he is,
when the ·ball was slapped back
needed most, scored 16 crucial
into his face, compliments of
points.
FTU's Arnett Hall. Hall's crucial,
It's . something of an
blocked shot prevented a
understatement to say that last
five-point led which could have
Monday's game against North
been disastrous in that stage of
Carolina (Asheville) was the
the game. Instead, the blocked
most exciting game of the
shot was converted into a
season.
fastbreak layup which put FTU
FTU FELL behind early, 8-0,
down only by one.
but came back on the shooting
Hall hit a jump shot to put
of Arnett Hall, both outside and
FTU ahead, 53-52, but West
(Co_nti,nued on Page 15)

3 Seniors Close

Baslcetball Ca reer
By Fred Cay

WHILE FTU'S basketball
squad was jubilantly celebrating
its season-ending,
·come-from-behind win . over
North Carolina at Asheville,
88-84, three team members were
beginning to realize . they had
mixed emotions ·over the
just-completed contestl
Those . three-Mike Clark,
Zettie McCrimon and Dan
Rice-are graduating seniors and
had just played their last game in
a Knight's uniform.
"I would like to be coming
back next year," said Zettie, a
two-year starter at forward. "It's
been a satisfying two years,
though. We went 20-6 and 19-7 ,
and it's hard to beat that." .
" I GUESS I'll probably go
into coaching after I graduate," ·
continued the 6-4 physicaJ
education major. "Or maybe I'll
take a crack at play'ing European
ball. I've been playing since the
ninth grade and it's tough to give
it up now."
Zettie especially wanted to
score the season's last points in ·
the finale of his cage career
Monday night. "I had it planned
with Pete (Haas) to have him get
the ball downcourt .for me if he
got the . rebound down at their
end When he did so, I thought
one of their guys was in back of
me, so I slowed up, the ball got
by me and I couldn't catch up to
it in time."
Dan Rice, another two-year
veteran, is one of those
"valuable bench players" as they
say in the game programs. Dan
has had to work a little harder
than most for his spot on the
team, and the wide grin he wore
when he got into the end of

Monday's game attested to the
joy he felt going out as a winner.
THEN, OF course, there is
Mike Clark, son of Coach
Torchy Clark and scorer of
2,000-plus points in his
four-year career--an FTU record
· that may stand for all time.
"I'm just real -glad to have
had the opportunity to play
here," was all Clark could
illllllediately think to say, as he
slowly dressed following his final
. collegiate game.
Just then, sophomore Pete
stuck out
Haas walked by
hi's hand to Clark.
"Congratulations, Mike, it's been
an unreal two years."
"IT'S BEEN nice playing
with you, Pete," grinned Clark
as he shook hands with the 6-7
center.
Clark then paused fu reflect
on his four years at FTU, the
first of which he was the lone
big scoring threat when the
school was in its infancy and
basketball was a "club" activity.
"I'm not really sorry it's
over," he said. "I guess I would
be if I weren't going to be
involved in basketball any more,
but I plan to teach and coach
the game, probably on the high ·
school or junior high level."
DUE TO the upgrading of
FTU's cage program, Clark has
had to get used to feeding the
ball off to his talented
teammates rather than taking it
to the hoop himself all the time.
Consequently, his scoring norm
dropped
from
28
points-per-game as a freshman to
15 per contest this year.
Also, the six-footer has been

and

(Continued from Paxe 14)
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2 Grapplers .Friends, Opponents
By Fred Cay

JOHN THEDERS and Mike
Shivers are both fresI:imen this
year, both members ·of the ·
varsity wrestling team and live in
the same suite in the dorms.
With all that in common, they
should be considered pretty
good friends--and they are.
However, once each week
friendship is momentarily
disregarded and the two take on
each other. The winner of this
p rocedu r e, known as a
"wrestle-off," gains a spot on
the squad that will wrestle in
that - week ' ~ p art icular

tournament. This is necessary
because Shivers and Theders
both compete in the 142-lb.
class, and a wrestle-off is the
only fair determinant to pick
one of the two.
With this year's schedule now
complete, Shivers has emerged
with the upper han.d, winning
three of their four matches, the
fourth ending in a draw~
"HE PUSHES ME, you
know," explained Shivers. "He
pushes because I know he's
behind me and', if I let up, I
won't get a spot on the team

Matmen Rip Tampa ·
To End Best Seaso·n
FTU's young grapplers closed
out their mo.st successful season
last Saturday with a 41-9
trouncing of Tampa.
It was the Knights' third
·lopsided win this year over

TK E TOUrn e y .
(Continued
from Page
13)
.
-·

composite teams from high
school clubs. Varsity or junior
varsity players are not eligible to
participate. The tournament has
been sanctioned by the Florida
High Schoo 1 Activities
Association.
· This division was added to
familiarize high school men with
the Greeks that are located on
college campuses within the
Orlando area.
The first night for high school
play will be Tuesday when
Colonial will take on Edgewater;
Lyman _against Evans; Oak Ridge
against Winter Park; and Bishop
Moore taking on Boone.
.

f,

Tampa and gave FTU an ·overall
10-5-1 dual meet record for the
season. Mike Shivers, who
moved up to the 150-lb. class for
the match pinned his opponent,
as did Ted Wansley in the
167-lb. claks.
!
Joe Gicobbe started the meet
with a 16-5 superior decision
over Joe Spangnola.
The Spartans then forfeited
the next three matches, virtually
handing the Knights an
insurmountable 22-0 lead. Tom
Hammons then took ·a 17-5 ·
superior dec~sion win, followed
by Sam Williams' 13-7 win over
a 167-pound opponent. Williams
. usually vies in the 150-lb.category.
After Wansley's 3: 30 pin over
Tasso Kicakas, Charlie Patton
took on 190-lb. Fletcher Carr,
one of the nation's finest. Carr
won a decision over Patton, who
usually goes as a 177-pounder.
Irv Smith got Tampa's final
p o i n t s , p i n n in g F ·TU
heavyweight Dom Mandicott.

that week."
"Having to wrestle John
every week keeps me alert," he
went on. "I have a tendency to
let up otherwise."
Theders, as expected, doesn't
especially like having to face
Mike in the weekly matches, but
realizes it's the only fair way to
solve the dilemma.
"YOU LIKE to have ·a guy i.n
your weight class you can
practice with, . but I enjoy
wrestling in the meets and it'd
be a lot easier not to go through
the wrestle-offs," commented
John.
Particularly frustrating for
Theders is finding himself on the
sidelines since Shivers came to
FTU this winter, after having
wrestled on the squad all
through fall quarter.
"I feel I've improved a lot
this year under Coach (Gerry)
Gergley, though," Theders
continued. ''Against Notre
Dame, I beat a guy that was
Michigan state high school
champ last year. I'm sure I
couldn't have done that last
year."

few offers,' but I'm glad I came
here. I've gotten the chance to
wrestle.' '
"JOHN AND Mike are two of
the most outstanding wrestlers
on the team," stated Gergley.
"They sometimes have a tougher
time making the team than they
do in the meets."
Shivers seems to concur.
"(Bill) Luckenbaugh· \East
Stroudsberg's All-American) is
the only one I've faced tougher
than John this year.
·"Coach Gergley makes the
wrestle-offs the fairest I've
seen," added Theder. "He
doesn't let the other guys on the
team root for either guy and he
really hates to see either one of
us lose."

Seniors
(Co.n tinued from Page 13)

hobbled recently with an ankle
. Injury, necessitating more
requent rests.
"In that respect, I'm glad the
season's over," Clark stated~
"It's really slowed me ·down. I
THE 5-8 DARK-HAIRED
just haven't been able to run up
Theders came to FTU with more
to capacity."
than adequate credentials,
CLARK DID a creditable job
though. He was voted by his
in Monday's contest, though.
teammates "most valuable
The Knights came storming back
wrestler" at Merritt Island High
from an 8-0 deficit to tie it early
last year and placed third in his
in the game at 14-14 and he had
six of those points. Also, he
district in'-the 141.:-pound class.
Shivers, of course, brought a
handled the ball near-flawlessly
flash · ·reputation with ·him 'from
against a fierce Asheville press
Virgfriia ·where he was state
throughout the game. Clark also
titlist as a 138-pounder.
·hit important shots in the
Although much sought after by
second period, helping wipe out
colleges in . his home state, he
a 78-67 Bulldog edge.
decided to come to FTU.
And, of course, most of his
"I fust wanted to come to
fielders came on the same
Florida," stated the slender - driving, twisting bank shots that
young man, FTU's first black
comprised the biggest part of his
grappler. "Yeah, I had quite a
record 2,000 points.

TKE, ATO

·Lead. Soccer
With two weeks now
completed in the fraternity
soccer leagues, two undefeated
squads have moved into the
forefront and apparently will
meet in the Greek title g{Ulle.
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Alpha
Tau Omega are both 3-0 and
have beaten everybody in theil
respective divisions with only
one cross-l~ague game remaining
for each.
TKE copped their big one-a
6-1 win over previously
unbeaten Tau Epsilon Phi
Tuesday. Mark Denno scored
three goals while Jay Ferguson,
Howie Vandewater and Mark
Sherwood each booted in one.
Steve Barnoski scored the lone
goal for TEP.
Also on Tuesday, ATO
nipped Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
3-2, with Bob Matousek, Chuck
Mason and Bob Fisher scoring.
SAE took a 1-0 halftime lead
but didn't score again until late
in the contest on Danny Hodges'
goal.
Chi Phi copped its first win in
any sport since their opening
football victory last fall with a
4-1 triumph over Sigma Sigma
Chi.

-

In other fraternity action this
week, Kappa Sigma clipped
Lambda Chi Alpha, 2-0, behind
goals by Paul Harkiewicz and
Eddie Turner.
Th e Bombers and
Faculty-Staff and Students won
important contests Monday as
independent action got under
way. FS&S blanked God's
Children, ·4-0, while the Bombers
nipped Powell's People, 3-2.
Also on Monday, TKE II and
Cosa's Raiders battled · to 2-2
deadlock.
.
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lllllmlelt Md Whips TKE. 71-38

FS&S ·rakes Cage Title

-••t-f erS Drop.
First ·_ M atcll
'

By Fred Cay

Completely dominating the
boards and jumping off to a
quick 12-0 lead, Faculty-Staff
and Students ran away ·and hid
from Tau Kappa Epsilon to win
Tu e s d a y ' s · i n tr a mu r al
championship basketball contest
71-38, at the Oviedo High gym.
Pivot man Hugh Martin, wit h
ample support from Bill Pempek
and John Powell, took away
TKE's inside game. With TKE
forced to tak e· the
low-pereentage outside shots,
FS&S steadUy increased its lead,
often getting three and four
shots at the hoop down at its
end.

·I

By Bill McGrath

Martin, who scored 16 points,
outleaped and outquicked TKE's
front line and was the man most
responsible · for putting his team
far in front early. Powell led
FS&S with 1 7 markers.
Gary Hall was virtually the
whole TKE offense in the initial
half, hitting for 10 points,
mostly from out front. Hall
wound up his team's top scorer
for the game with 14.
Pempek kept matters well in
hand for FS&S in the second
half, when he poured in 12 of
his 16 points.
TKE didn't get to shoot a

free throw the entire game as
they were unable to penetrate
enough to draw any fouIS.
FS&S, on the other hand, made
17 of 25 from the charity line.
Jim Gracey, usually a deadly
outside shooter, only hit two
fielders for FS&S but converted
six of six free throws.
The game was in direct
contrast to the FS&S win over
Powell's· Peopfe in th e
independent title game, a
one-point 40-39 squeaker. Prior
to thaj: one, FS&S routed the
B b
54-29

Basketball

_

om ....

(Co_ntinued/rom Page 13)
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fastbreak layu•p-s--:t-o~t~ak:i-e-a-n-~hi_t_s_ix-co_n_se_c_u_t-iv_e..,b_a_,sk_e_ts_u..,sin-g--n-o-w--1111111fam_o_u_s..a' roundhouse hook
18-16 lead. However, several
a variety of acrobatic maneuvers
shot. Belotte, along with always
floor mistakes by Hall iate in the
seldom seen at FTU.
dependable John Smith who
rmt half contributed to a series
It .is fortunate that Hall was
gathered 1S rebounds for the
of North Carolina baskets which
shooting well, because North
game, controlled the boards
put FTU behind by a 43-36
Carolina, as a team, was shooting
when it really counted.
just as hot and amazingly
A CRUCIAL, blocked shot
score at halftime.
North Carolina stretched its
retaining its lead. And that's
by Belotte, a basket by Belotte
halftime lead to 11 points at one
when Willy Belotte entered the
and four of Smith's freethrows
pictur~ The 6-7 FTU freshman
enabled FrU to win its 19th
time during the beginning of the
fmt half. That's when Hall took
pulled down nine rebounds in
game · ~ b~fore · ~ large · and
the second half alone and scored
enthusiastic crowd. Hall led all
over the FTU offense. During a
~ort fQur-minute period, Hall
clutch baskets using his
scorers with 30 poinq;.

The FTU tennis team lost its first match of th e season to the
Universit y of South Florida 7-2, but then bounced back on the winning
track as it rolled over FIT 6-3.
1
FTU traveled to South Florida Saturday morning and played the
match in 50 degree weather before a partisan crowd of 100 people who
sat through the three hour struggle despite the cold. Although all the
matches were closely fought and three went to a third set, only Octavia
Piva could pull out a win in the singles. He then teamed with Craig
Linton to capture the No. 2 doubles for FTU's second point of the
match.
SINGLES:
USF7,FTU 2
1-0ctavia Piva (FTU) d. Kevin Keilledberg (USF) 3-6, 7-5, 6-2
2-Mike Huss (USF) d. Mike DeZeeuw (FTU) 6-4, 2-6, 6-4
3-Joel Racker (USF) d. Joe Lucci (FTU) 6-4, -6-4
4-Gary Roebuck {USP) d. Craig Linton (FTU) 1-6, 6-4, 6-~
5-Steve Harrington {USF) d Bill McGrath (FTU) 6-4, 6-3 ·
6-George Falinski (USF) d. Neil Howaid (FTU) 7-6, 6-2
DOUBLES:
1-!Jedburg, Huss (USF) d. Lucci, DeZeeuw (FTU) 6-4, 6-4
2-Piva, Linton (FTU) d. Racker, Harrington (USP) 6-3, 6-1
'3-Roebuck, Falinski (USF) cl. Herring, Kelaher (FTU) .6-4, 6-4
FfU 6, FIT 3
SINGLES:
1-0ctaViaPivalFTU), q: Bill Kerwin.(FIT) 6-3, 6-0
2-Mike DeZeeuw (FTU) d. Curt Chisholm (FIT) 6-4, 6-4
3-ioe Lucci (FTU) d. Steve Bankert (FIT) 6-0, 6-0
4-Crzj.g Linton ,(FTU) cl. Jeff Beitler (FIT) 6-0, 6"-0
5-Al Hunter (FI'!) d. Mike Walker (FTU) 6-1, 6-2
,..
6-Al Ganzer (FI'!) d. Ed McDowell (FI'U) 6-3, 6-4
DOUBL;ES:
1-Lucc:i, DeZeeuw (FTU).d. Kerwin,_Chisholm (FlT) 7-5 , 6-4
·2-Linton, McGrath (FTU) cf. Baker, Sheppard (FIT) 6-1 , 6-0
3-Hunter, Ganzer (.Fil) d. McDowell, Walker (FTU).default

Rollins J. V. tennis team handed FTU's fledgling J. V. tennis team a
7-2 defeat Tuesday on FTU's courts. Bill McGrath nearly pulled off a
good win in the No. 1 position_but it was Neil Howard who proved to
be the bright .spot for the Knights as he ran up the only singles win and
then teamed with Bill to take the No. 1 doubles. The Rollins team had
just returned home after trouncing the Florida Southern varsity, 9-0. ·
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INGMAR BEftGMAN FILM .SERIES
THIS WEEK

"Smiles .of Suinmer Nighf ~
7pm - SCAUD

Tuesday_Night

SHOE

FACTORY OUTLET
3348 EDGEWATER DRIVE - COLLEGE PARK - IN EDGEWATER CENTER

EVERYDAY_SAVINGS UP TO 50%

FIRST QUALITY LATEST STYLES
SELF-SERVIC:E

M -EDICAL
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placer!ient office op _M':lrcfl 6 to interview sttidents

~o will ~ ~adu.ating in June or A~~t in the

HIKING BOOT
Reg. $24.00 Our Price . $16 99
SAVI 'IO
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 9
Sat. 9- 6
Sun. 12- 5

Women $11.99
Men $13.99

folloW:ing discipli.nes: · ·
Electrical.Engineering and
communication sciences
Industrial Engineering and
·Related ·Technical-Degrees ,.m~~a_g~rpeJJ! ~yst~m~
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FURNISHED APARTMENTS

'

*** **************************
~
*SWIMMING
POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE ***********
AREA)
~
* SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
-~
*TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED
~
*NO LEASES (30 DAY NOTICE TO VACATE REOUIR.ED)
. ~.
*-ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st
.§
~
LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
-§ •COIN
-~
- *CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING
.
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BUILDINGS IN THE AREA
. .
FOR RENTALS TALK TO ·
W. M. LYNCH
MANAGER
-

MAIN OFFl.CE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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